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Abstract
Publishing data that contains information about individuals may lead to privacy breaches.
However, data publishing is useful to support research and analysis. Therefore, privacy
protection in data publishing becomes important and has received much recent atten-
tion.
To improve privacy protection, many researchers have investigated how secure the pub-
lished data is by designing de-anonymisation methods to attack anonymised data. Most
of the de-anonymisation methods consider anonymised data in a syntactic manner.
That is, items in a dataset are considered to be contextless or even meaningless literals,
and they have not considered the semantics of these data items.
In this thesis, we investigate how secure the anonymised data is under attacks that use
semantic information. More specifically, we propose a de-anonymisation method to at-
tack transaction data anonymised by set-based generalisation. Set-based generalisation
protects data by replacing one item by a set of items, so that the identity of an indi-
vidual can be hidden. Our goal is to identify those items that are added to a transaction
during generalisation. Our attacking method has two components: scoring and elim-
ination. Scoring measures semantic relationship between items in a transaction, and
elimination removes items that are deemed not to be in the original transaction. Our
experiments on both real and synthetic data show that set-based generalisation may not
provide adequate protection for transaction data, and about 70% of the items added to
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Data about individuals is being increasingly collected, analysed and disseminated. For
example, when a patient visits a hospital, their diagnostic data may be recorded and
then used in medical studies, and when a customer shops online, their browsing activ-
ities may be retained by the vendor to help recommend products to other customers.
Such data is valuable to organisations and society as a whole, as it can help, for ex-
ample improve business intelligence.
However, the collected data may contain personal and sensitive information. Releas-
ing such data directly could pose a privacy threat. For example, it has been shown that
87% of the population in the United States can be uniquely identified based on a com-
bination of their 5-digit zip code, gender and date of birth [46], and 84% of Netflix (a
movie rental service) subscribers could easily be identified by an adversary [81] who
knows 6 ratings of individuals. This has led to the development of technologies for
anonymising data before its release.
Many privacy models for protecting data privacy have been proposed in recent years.
However, a key question still remains “do these privacy models provide enough pro-
tection for the data?” In this thesis, we study specifically how secure transaction data
anonymised by set-based generalisation is.
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Figure 1.1: Identifying individuals, using a combination of non-identifying attrib-
utes [46].
1.1 Data Privacy and Its Protection
Releasing data by simply removing identifying information such as names and IDs can
still pose a serious privacy risk [99]. Combinations of some attributes could be used to
identify an individual. For example, Figure 1.1 shows that an adversary may use date
of birth, gender and zip code, which are available from some public sources, to identify
an individual from patient discharge report data that contains no identifiers.
The challenge in data privacy protection is to allow data sharing while prohibiting indi-
viduals from being identified. In recent years, privacy, security and statistical database
research communities have responded to the challenge by proposing various privacy
protection models and methods. A common approach is to distort the original data to
prevent a unique combination of some attributes that may be used to link the data to
an individual. For example, Figure 1.2 shows a typical anonymisation method where
the original data in Figure 1.2 (a) is transformed to a more general form to create an
anonymised version in Figure 1.2 (b) for release.
In Figure 1.2, TID is not a part of the released data, but is simply used to help with
illustration. Basically, an adversary can use background knowledge (e.g. zip code
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TID ZIP Code Age Disease
1 47677 29 HIV
2 47602 29 Cough
3 48548 37 Cold
4 48541 34 Cancer
(a) Original dataset
TID ZIP Code Age Disease
1 476** 29 HIV
2 476** 29 Cough
3 475** [30-39] Cold
4 475** [30-39] Cancer
(b) Anonymised dataset
Figure 1.2: An example of data anonymisation
and the age of an individual) to identify an individual’s record in Figure 1.2 (a), and
then infer the disease information about the individual. To prevent that, each record is
generalised. That is, each unique combination of zip code and age is linked to more
than one record in Figure 1.2 (b). As such, an individual’s record cannot be uniquely
identified. For instance, knowing that Mary lives at zip code 47677 and is 29 years old,
an adversary cannot infer precisely that Mary’s record is linked to TID 1 or 2 in the
released data. On the other hand, the utility of the original data is still retained. For
instance, a researcher can estimate a range of age of individuals with a specific disease.
Different privacy models are designed to protect different types of data (e.g. relation
[99], transaction [100], text [51], graph [29] or trajectory [25] data). In our work, we
consider transaction data.
1.2 Anonymising Transaction Data
Transaction data is records that contain items about individuals. For example, Fig-
ure 1.3 shows a set of 4 transactions, each recording a set of medical terms associated
with a patient. TID is a transaction identifier which is included here for reference only;
it will not be part of the released data. Releasing data in Figure 1.3 may violate indi-
vidual privacy. For example, knowing that Mary has a blood pressure problem and she
is in the dataset, an adversary can infer that transaction 1 belongs to Mary and find out
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other information about her.
TID Items
1 heart disease, blood pressure, icd, weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, icd, pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, limbs, injury
4 knee, injury
Figure 1.3: An Example of Transaction Data
Unlike relational data, transaction data has some unique properties that make its an-
onymisation more difficult. One important property is that transaction data is often
high dimensional compared to relational data. That is, if we consider each item as an
attribute, a set of transactions will have a high number of attributes compared to a typ-
ical relational dataset. For example, if we convert Figure 1.3 into a relation by turning
each item into an attribute, we have Figure 1.4, where 1 indicates that the transaction
contains the corresponding item. It has been shown in [100] that k-anonymisation (a
popular technique for anonymising relational data) is not useful in high dimensional
data because it can significantly destroy data utility; that is because, with high dimen-
sional data, there is a low chance for records to share attribute values, hence more
generalisation (or distortion) needs to be applied to the data.
TID heart blood
disease pressure icd weakness dizziness anesthesia pain diabetes gangrene limbs injury knee
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Figure 1.4: A relational form of transaction data in Figure 1.3
A key issue in anonymising transaction data is therefore to ensure that only neces-
sary items are protected, as protecting all combinations of items would result in too
much data utility loss, rendering the anonymised data useless in applications. One
such method is COAT [77] which allows the data publisher to specify which items
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should be protected and how items may be generalised. For example, applying COAT
to Figure 1.3 will result in Figure 1.5, where items in brackets are generalised items.
Here, we require blood pressure, icd, limbs and injury to be protected by not being
able to be distinguished in at least 4 transactions, and we allow any combination of
blood pressure, icd, weakness, dizziness, pain, diabetes, limbs and injury to be used to
achieve the protection. As a result, knowing that Mary has blood pressure will now
no longer be enough to determine if Mary is the owner of T1 in Figure 1.5 with a
probability greater than 1/4.
TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 1.5: Set-Based Generalisation
COAT uses set-based generalisation to anonymise a set of transactions. It is well es-
tablished that set-based generalisation is more flexible in satisfying privacy constraints
and produces anonymous data that has better utility (i.e. with less distortion and in-
formation loss). In this thesis, we investigate whether set-based generalisation will
provide sufficient protection for transaction data.
1.3 De-anonymising Transaction Data
Set-based generalisation rests on the assumption that items are contextless or even
meaningless literals, and it does not consider the transaction as a whole when forming
a set to replace (or generalise) an item. The only requirement is that it should make
some combinations of items appear frequently enough within the released dataset and
that it should result in minimum distortion of the data.
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We argue that when semantic relationships among the items are considered, such pro-
tection may not be sufficient. For example, consider the generalised items in Figure 1.5
again. Although (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) in T4 suggests that Mary could
have blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury or any combination of them, the presence of
knee in the transaction suggests that it is more likely to be injury, rather than any of
the others. This type of semantic analysis will allow an adversary to reduce a general-
ised item to its original form.
1.4 Research Hypothesis and Contributions
Our hypothesis is: set-based generalisation may not provide adequate protection for
transaction data. Non-original items in set-based generalised transactions can be elim-
inated with high precision and recall, which may lead to original items being revealed
and privacy breached.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that semantic relationships have been
used to de-anonymise transaction data. The main contribution of the thesis includes:
• We propose de-anonymisation methods that aim to reconstruct original trans-
action data from its set-generalised version by analysing semantic relationships
that exist among the items. This is in contrast to other studies on quantifying pri-
vacy risk involved in publishing transaction data [81, 32, 44] where attackers are
assumed to have some auxiliary information about the individuals; we require no
such information and rely on the released data only. Thus, our de-anonymisation
method is independent of the background knowledge (e.g. knowing informa-
tion about individuals in the released data) that an attacker is assumed to have,
and represents a realistic assessment of privacy risk associated with set-based
generalisation.
• To determine the semantic relationship among data items, we build our work on
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a measure called Normalised Google Distance [27]. This measure establishes
semantic relationship between two terms by querying the Google repository of
WWW pages: the more pages in which the two terms appear together, the more
related they are considered to be. This eliminates the need to construct a single
dictionary or a corpus for testing term relationships and ensures that our ap-
proach is generic and realistic.
Our experiments on both real and synthetic data show that set-based generalisation may
not provide adequate protection for transaction data, and about 70% of the items added
to transactions during generalisation can be detected by our method, with a precision
greater than 85%. Note that our de-anonymisation approach uses information that is
readily available from the released data and Google, thus the identified privacy risk is
realistic.
1.5 Assumptions
We make the following assumptions in our work:
• We assume that published transaction data retain some semantic content. That
is, items of a transaction retain some natural meanings. This is often the case,
for example, when a transaction (vector) is extracted from a text (for document
analysis). However, we recoganise that there are applications where datasets
have their semantics removed, for example, the actual items are replaced by a
system of codes before being published. Our methods cannot be used to attack
such published datasets.
• Our attacking strategy is based on the assumption that given a generalised item,
we have different contexts (i.e. items that are not generalised) in different trans-
actions associated with it. For example, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) in
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Figure 1.5 has four different contexts, one from each published transaction. We
rely on such differences to distinguish non-original from original items.
• Our attacking strategy is to eliminate non-original items from set-generalised
items. Therefore, it is necessary to know which items in a transaction are gener-
alised items. We assume that this information is available to an adversary from
the published transactions. While it is possible to consider how to identify gen-
eralised items in a transaction where a generalised items is not marked, we do
not consider this issue in detail in this thesis.
It is useful to note that these assumptions are not restrictive and are practical. They are
satisfied by most of the datasets we have seen, including those used in our experiments.
1.6 Thesis Organisation
Chapter 2 discusses the background of privacy protection for relational, transaction and
text data in general. We also review de-anonymisation techniques, which are classified
into: link attack, probabilistic attack and context-awareness attack.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a framework for semantic attack which includes two main
components: Scoring and Elimination. We cover the scoring component in this chapter
in detail which is based on Normalised Google Distance.
In Chapter 4, we focus on the elimination component of the proposed framework. The
algorithms take scores from the scoring component as inputs to decide whether an item
is in the original transaction or not.
Chapter 5 begins with a description of the datasets used in the experiments and the
methodologies adopted in evaluation. Then, we empirically evaluate and compare the
methods that we have proposed.
Chapter 6 concludes and summarises the thesis and discusses future work.
9Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
While our work focuses on de-anonymisation of released data, understanding anonymisa-
tion techniques may help us to see how released data can be de-anonymised. In this
chapter, we review the relevant privacy protection techniques as well as attacking meth-
ods.
Research in data privacy is primarily about three issues [22, 37, 66]: privacy model,
sanitisation methods and optimisation criteria. A model defines the constraints of pri-
vacy protection. For example, k-anonymity [99] is a privacy model which requires that
each individual in the released data has no more than 1/k chance of being identified
by using quasi-identifiers. For instance, the data in Figure 1.2 (b) is 2-anonymised,
and each individual has no more than 1/2 chance of being identified, using age and zip
code.
A sanitisation method is used to change data in order to satisfy a privacy model. There
are several common approaches: generalisation [98, 106, 39, 56], suppression [98, 56],
bucketisation [111, 49] and perturbation [60, 23, 61]. Generalisation transforms a value
to make it less specific (see Figure 1.2 (b)). Suppression removes values or records
from the released data. Bucketisation splits released data into multiple relations. Per-
turbation allows data items to be swapped or noise added.
Optimisation criteria are needed to balance between data privacy and data utility. For
example, removing all the data would achieve the highest level of privacy but it makes
the data useless. Thus, some trade-off [88, 73] between utility and privacy of the
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released data is necessary.
In the following sections, we concentrate on discussing relevant privacy models and
their protection methods. We will examine the protection for different types of data
including relational, transaction, statistical and text data. For each data type, we review
how it may be anonymised and how it may be attacked, and discuss how our work is
unique, compared with the works reviewed here.
2.1 Privacy in Relational Data
This section discusses anonymisation and de-anonymisation techniques for relational
data. We first review typical methods for anonymising relational data, including gen-
eralisation, suppression, bucketisation and perturbation. We then discuss how an-
onymised data may be attacked.
2.1.1 Anonymisation Methods
Generalisation
One of the common methods for anonymising relational data is generalisation, which
attempts to transform specific data items into more general ones. For example, an age
of 29 may be generalised to a range [25-30], and as such, the exact age is hidden.
Generalisation can be performed on any attributes of a relational dataset, but not all
attributes need to be generalised. Attributes are classified into: identifier attributes,
quasi-identifier attributes and sensitive attributes. Identifier attributes (ID) contain
unique information about individuals such as names or phone numbers, and they are
removed before releasing the data. Sensitive attributes (SA) are needed in analysis,
therefore they will be kept intact in the released data. Quasi-identifier attributes (QID)
contain information about individuals such as gender or age. While each attribute is
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not unique enough to identify an individual, a combination of them may do so and
because of that, generalisation is often performed on QIDs (see Figure 1.2 (b)).
One way of generalising data is by organising a hierarchy over the domain of an attrib-
ute [98, 39, 106, 101]. For example, Figure 2.1 shows a hierarchy over zip code. Value
0124* is a generalisation of 02141 and 02142.
Figure 2.1: A hierarchy of a zip code’s domain
Hierarchy-based generalisation is one of the popular approaches to anonymising data
[99, 78, 71]. However, Loukides et al. [77] argued that hierarchy-based generalisation
can cause too much information loss. For example, for a 5-digit zip code, 021** could
represent any one of 100 possible zip codes which does not help data analysis.
In contrast, set-based generalisation is more flexible and preserves data utility better
[77].
Definition 1 (Set-Based Generalisation). A set-based generalisation is a partition I˜
of I in which each item i ∈ I is replaced by the partition to which it belongs. Each
partition is called a generalised item, and each i is mapped to its generalised version
i˜ using a generalisation function Φ : I → I˜. When an item is generalised to itself, we
say that the item is trivially generalised.
For example, Figure 2.2 demonstrates the mapping of items from zip code (Z) to gen-
eralised zip code (Z˜) where 02138 and 02141 are grouped to create a generalised item
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(02138, 02141).
Figure 2.2: An example of set-based anonymisation
The problem with hierarchy-based generalisation is that it forces all siblings of the
original value to be mapped to a parent node in the hierarchy when this value is gener-
alised. As a result, hierarchy-based generalisation is restricted to representing a much
smaller number of possible generalisations than set-based generalisation can. Set-
based generalisation can be used to represent all possible mapping of values from I
to I˜, effectively allowing a larger anonymisation space to be explored. This is im-
portant because it offers the potential for finding anonymisations of “low” information
loss.
Suppression
Protecting privacy by suppression is simply removing items from released data. For
example, Figure 2.3 shows the anonymous data of Figure 1.2 (a) by generalising zip
codes and suppressing some age values to prevent unique identification of an indi-
vidual, by using a combination of zip code and age values.
With relational data, suppression can be regarded as a special form of generalisation
where an item is generalised to the most general value and it stands for any possible
value of a domain.
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ZIP Code Age Disease
1 476** 29 HIV
2 476** 29 Cough
3 475** - Cold
4 475** - Cancer
Figure 2.3: Using suppression to anonymise data
Bucketisation
Bucketisation [111, 43] produces non-overlapping groups (or buckets) and then, for
each group, releases its projection on the QIDs and also its projection on SAs. Fig-
ure 2.4 is a bucketisation of the data in Figure 1.2 (a). QIDs and SAs are not modified;
instead, Group-IDs are added to link two tables. As such, it does not precisely link a
record to a specific sensitive value. Count field relates to the counting of the number
of occurrences of sensitive value in each group.











(b) A bucket with sensitive values
Figure 2.4: An example of bucketisation of the data in Figure 1.2 (a)
Comparing this method to generalisation, they both offer equivalent protection for data
in that an adversary cannot link an individual to a specific sensitive value. The main
difference lies in the fact that bucketisation does not generalise QID values. That is, the
method does not stop identity disclosure, however, sensitive values still remain private.
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Perturbation
Data perturbation is a procedure that changes data (e.g. by adding noises) to protect
privacy. This method is popularly used to protect summary data in statistical analysis,
but it is not commonly used in protecting relational data. We will explain this method
further in Section 2.3, where we deal with statistical data.
2.1.2 Record Linkage Attack and k-anonymity Model
Attack
In considering the release of individuals’ data as a relation, each tuple contains in-
formation about an individual, for example {1, 47677, 29, HIV} in the table of Fig-
ure 1.2 (a), it is about one individual. Although ID attributes are not present in the
released data, an adversary can still attack the data by using combinations of QIDs.
For example, if an adversary knows that Tom is a 29-year-old living at an address with
a zip code of 47677 and is in the released data of Figure 1.2 (a), then they can infer that
Tom is the owner of the first record, and learn other information about Tom.
Both record linkage attack and our attack are related to identity disclosure. However,
the main difference is that record linkage attack uses some prior knowledge about
individuals to narrow down and identify the individuals in the dataset, while our work
only uses the available information in the dataset, without any assumption about the
knowledge of an adversary.
Protection
To prevent this type of attack, Sweeney [99] proposed a fundamental privacy model
called k-anonymity:
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Definition 2 (k-anonymity). Let T˜ = {a1, ..., ad} be a table. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the first m attributes (ai, i = 1, ...,m) are QIDs, and the remaining
attributes (ai, i = m+ 1, ..., d) are SAs. T˜ satisfies k-anonymity if it is partitioned into
groups g1, ..., gh s.t. |gj| ≥ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, where |gj| denotes the size of gj , and tuples
in each gj are made identical w.r.t. QIDs.
Informally, k-anonymity defines a constraint for releasing a relational dataset in which
there are at least k (with k > 1) records that have identical QID attributed values for
each equivalent group (i.e. a group that has identical QID values) in the released data.
By satisfying this principle, an adversary who has knowledge about some individuals,
cannot distinguish this one from at least k− 1 other individuals. For example, the data
in the Figure 1.2 (b) is 2-anonymous with {Zip Code, Age} as QIDs and {Disease} as
SA. That is, if an adversary knows someone, who is a 29-year-old, living at an address
with a zip code of 47677 and is in the released dataset, they still cannot identify the
record of the individual among the first two rows.
2.1.3 Attribute Linkage Attack and `-diversity Model
Attack
k-anonymity has grown in popularity due to algorithmic advances in creating an an-
onymous version of data [98, 85, 76, 16, 82, 110]. However, Machanavajjhala et al.
[78] observed that k-anonymity has several limitations which can be exploited, in terms
of breaching privacy. For example, if Alice knows that Tom’s record is in Table 2.5,
his zip code is 14852 and his age is 38, then without identifying which record is Tom’s,
Alice can still infer that Tom has Cancer.
This is because groups created by k-anonymity lack diversity in the sensitive attribute.
The adversary does not need to link an individual to a specific record, but can still
determine the sensitive value associated with the individual. This type of attack is
called attribute linkage attack.
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TID Zip code Age Condition
1 130*** < 30 Heart disease
2 130*** < 30 Viral infection
3 130*** < 30 Viral infection
4 148*** [30-40] Cancer
5 148*** [30-40] Cancer
6 148*** [30-40] Cancer
Figure 2.5: 3-anonymous inpatient data
The difference between attribute linkage attack and record linkage attack is the way
in which privacy is violated. In attribute linkage attack, privacy is violated in that an
adversary can get to know sensitive information about individuals despite the specific
record of the individual remaining private, while record linkage attack specifically tar-
gets an individual’s record. Compared with our attacking method, both of these linkage
attacks rely on prior knowledge about individuals before the attack, while we do not.
Protection
Machanavajjhala et al. introduced a stronger notion of privacy, called `-diversity [78],
to defend against attribute linkage attack:
Definition 3 (`-diversity). Given an equivalent group g, g is `-diverse if g contains at
least ` “well-presented” values in the sensitive attribute. A table is `-diverse if every
group g is `-diverse.
Based on this definition, entropy `-diversity is proposed to ensure that the probability
of linking sensitive value to an individual in each and every equivalent group is not
more than 1/`.
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2.1.4 Probabilistic Attack and t-closeness
Attack
While the `-diversity principle represents an important step beyond k-anonymity in
protecting sensitive attributes, Li et al. [71] pointed out that the privacy notion in k-
anonymity and `-diversity is still not sufficient. This is demonstrated in the following
example. Suppose that the original data has a sensitive attribute with two values of HIV
disease, positive and negative. Let us consider the case where the data contains 10,000
records, with 99% of individuals in the data being negative, and the other 1% being
positive (i.e. 9,900 negative and 100 positive). Suppose that the released dataset needs
to satisfy `-diversity in order to prevent this sensitive information from being disclosed.
As there are two possible sensitive values, the dataset should satisfy 2-diversity, which
means that there should be two different sensitive values in each equivalent group. Fur-
thermore, the dataset has 100 positive values, therefore, at most, 100 equivalent groups
can be established, each containing 1 positive value and from 1 to 9,801 negative val-
ues. Many different ways to distribute negative values into these groups are possible,
we consider one extreme situations: An equivalent group contains 1 negative and 1
positive. Although it satisfies the `-diversity principle, it poses another serious privacy
threat for individuals in this group as they have a 50% chance of being HIV positive,
which is significantly higher than the 1% in the original dataset.
In the above example, although an adversary does not know the record or sensitive
value of an individual for certain, the difference in distribution of sensitive values in
the original dataset and the released dataset suggests that some individuals may now be
identified more likely to have HIV. Because of that, both k-anonymity and `-diversity
principles are deemed to be not sufficient to protect privacy. This attacking technique
is called probabilistic attack.
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Protection
Before seeing the released data, the adversary has some prior belief about the sensitive
attribute value of an individual. After seeing the released data, the adversary has a
posterior belief. “Information gain” can be represented as the difference between the
posterior and prior beliefs. The higher the information gain is, the higher the threat to
privacy breach is. Li et al. [71] proposed a t-closeness privacy principle, based on the
idea that “privacy is measured by the information gain of an adversary”:
Definition 4 (t-closeness). An equivalent group is said to have t-closeness if the dis-
tance between the distribution of a sensitive attribute in this group and the distribution
of the attribute in the whole table is no more than threshold t. A table is said to have
t-closeness if all groups have t-closeness.
`-diversity and t-closeness syntactically protect sensitive information from disclosure,
however, they may not if considering the meaning of values. For example, Figure 2.6
shows a 3-diverse dataset, with distinct sensitive values. However, diseases of indi-
viduals in the first three records are analogous, therefore, an adversary can infer that
individuals in this group have a “stomach" problem. Increasing ` and t to add more
distinct sensitive values into the equivalent group can help protection in this case, how-
ever, the protection is ad-hoc. Although our work does not deal with this privacy
problem, it shows that considering the meaning of values while protecting privacy is
important.
2.1.5 Minimality Attack
Common attacking techniques consider situations where an adversary only possesses
some knowledge about individuals in the released data. Wong et al. [109] and Zhang
et al. [116] showed that if an adversary also has the knowledge of the algorithm used
to anonymise the data, they may use that knowledge to break the anonymity.
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Zip code Age Disease
130*** < 30 gastric ulcer
130*** < 30 gastritis




Figure 2.6: 3-diverse data may still cause a privacy issue by considering the mean-
ing of values.
For example, given the original data in Figure 2.7 (a) and its 2-diverse data in Fig-
ure 2.7 (b), and assuming that an adversary has the knowledge of Figure 2.7 (c), they
know that each individual has a QID of either q1 or q2. After q1 and q2 are generalised
to a general value Q, the adversary cannot link any individual in Figure 2.7 (c) to a
specific disease in Figure 2.7 (b). However, if the adversary also knows the algorithm
used to generalise the data (i.e. the data is to be 2-diverse), they may reason as follows:
because there are 4 individuals who have QID=q2 and 5 distinct sensitive values associ-
ated with 6 individuals in the dataset, the equivalent group of q2 can satisfy 2-diversity
without generalisation. Therefore, the need for generalising in this dataset came from
the equivalent group of q1. This implies that the q1 group is not 2-diverse, hence must
have the HIV value. That is, the individuals with IDs 1 and 2 have HIV.
The issue with the above protection is that it is based on a minimum requirement to
anonymise data (i.e. it only generalised the data when l-diversity is not satisfied). This
allows an adversary to infer the original data that needs to be modified in order to
satisfy the requirement. This type of attack is called minimality attack [69], based on
the minimality principle:
Definition 5 (Minimality Principle). Suppose K is an anonymisation algorithm for a
privacy principleP . Let T˜ be a table generated byK and T˜ satisfiesP . T˜ is minimality
if there is no specialisation of T˜ (reverse of generalisation), which results in another





























Figure 2.7: Example of Minimality attack
table T˜ ′, which also satisfies P .
As has been discussed, data which is regarded as having minimality could be attacked
by minimality attack. Therefore, it is desirable to define some notions of minimality
in terms of the privacy principle. For example, a k-anonymisation should not gen-
eralise, suppress or distort the data more than is necessary to achieve k-anonymity.
This principle is correct not only for k-anonymity but also for its extensions such as
`-diversity [78], t-closeness [71], confidence bounding [105], (α, k)-anonymity [110],
(k, e)-anonymity [117] and (c, k)-safety [79]. Therefore, minimality attack can be used
to attack most of these privacy models.
2.1.6 Inference Attack and Knowledge Hiding
Inference Attack
Data mining enables us to discover information that is hidden in data. While some
discovered patterns are useful for improving an organisation’s business strategy, others
can be used to violate an individual’s privacy [28]. Using data mining [3] to infer
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private information from data is often called inference attack. An example of such an
attack is given below:
Considering anonymous data in Figure 2.8 that is protected by the bucketisation method
(i.e. QID and SA are released into separate tables). Tuple ID is not released and is used
here for discussion only. Smoke? is a QID with two values yes (y) or no (n) and the
Disease is an SA which indicates the disease that an individual has. The released table
satisfies 2-diversity. The attacker can find out that the individual, who has TID of 11,
is more likely to have Cancer by the following reasoning: by observing “smoke?” and
“disease” attributes, the adversary can see that any QID group, which does not have
any individual smoker, does not have “Cancer” linked to the group either (groups 2
and 5); and any group that has at least one individual who smokes, always contains
at least one Cancer in sensitive value in the group (groups 1, 3, 4 and 6). From that,
the adversary can infer a pattern whereby an individual who is in the smoking group is
more likely to have cancer. Therefore, the adversary can infer that the individual, who
has TID of 11, is more likely to have Cancer (similar reasoning can be made for the
individual who has TID of 6).
Based on this observation, Kifer [63] proposed an attacking method by using a ma-
chine learning approach. The main idea is to model the correlations between sensitive
and non-QID attributes, using Naive Bayes classifier. More specifically, the problem is
a classifier problem where an anonymised dataset is used as trained data, prior know-
ledge (e.g. smoke? is either yes or no) can be classified into a sensitive value (e.g.
whether cancer or not). Similar models have also been proposed in [36, 89].
Knowledge Hiding
Knowledge hiding is another method of preserving privacy [28, 7, 59, 86, 8, 54, 104,
72, 45]. The aim is to prevent an adversary from inferring sensitive knowledge patterns
from the released data. A pattern is denoted asX → Y , whereX is the information that
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Figure 2.8: An anonymous data protected by bucketisation
the adversary may know about individuals and Y is the sensitive information. Privacy
is compromised when a sensitive pattern is established with sufficient confidence [107].
A common approach to reducing the confidence of sensitive patterns is to increase or
decrease the supports of some sets of items in the released dataset. Various methods
have been studied, including synthetically generating part of the dataset [45], suppress-
ing items [59, 86] or perturbing (i.e. adding noise to) the data [104]. Regarding the
question of utility, the protection also needs to ensure that the data is still useful for
analysis, in terms of the patterns that can still be mined, and to avoid generating new
patterns that do not exist in the original data.
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2.1.7 Privacy Issues in Releasing Multiple Relations
Much research has been done to extend the k-anonymity principle. Those algorithms
assume that each individual is stored as one row in a table. In practical applications,
data publishing is more complicated and may involve several releases or data has to be
stored in multiple relations. To address these issues, existing definitions and algorithms
are insufficient. In this section, we briefly summarise the privacy issues for other types
of relational data releasing.
The recent works [83, 114, 9, 15, 17, 38, 87, 108] have investigated the problem and
analysed it under two scenarios:
• Multiple Views Release: In this scenario [83], several releases (views) of the
same underlying table are published at the same time or at different times. This
publishing may cause several privacy issues that have not been addressed in pre-
vious privacy models (i.e. k-anonymity or `-diversity) such as, each view may
be generalised separately, enabling an adversary to join views to identify an indi-
vidual. There are no constraints on releasing multiple views to prevent this type
of attack.
• Sequential Release: In this scenario, after a dataset is released, new informa-
tion could be available for releasing (e.g. adding new attributes to support more
studies [15], or adjusting (i.e. adding, modifying or removing) records of the
previous release [38, 87, 108]). As an adversary may have access to all released
versions, the anonymisation of later releases should guarantee that an adversary
cannot use previous anonymised data to breach privacy. For example, for the
same record, it is not necessary for it to be generalised in the first release as the
data has already satisfied a privacy constraint. However, in the next release, to
satisfy such a constraint, the record is generalised. The difference in two releases
will allow an adversary to infer additional information to identify individuals.
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2.2 Privacy in Transaction Data
Similar to publishing relational datasets, publishing transactions could unveil the iden-
tity of a person associated with a particular transaction if an adversary has some partial
knowledge about that person. However, as we have explained in Chapter 1, transac-
tions have variable lengths and high dimensionality, and protecting their privacy by
using typical approaches designed for relational data (e.g. k-anonymity, `-diversity)
will not be effective. In this section, we review related attacking and protecting meth-
ods for transaction data.
2.2.1 Anonymisation Methods
Like relational data, generalisation and suppression are popularly used in anonymising
transaction data. They work in exactly the same way as we reviewed in Section 2.1.1
for relational data. One important difference is that suppression in transaction an-
onymisation is no longer a special case of generalisation. In transaction data, suppress-
ing an item means that the item is removed from the data.
2.2.2 km-anonymity
Anonymising transaction data is quite different from well-studied k-anonymisation of
relational data because the data has no well-defined set of quasi-identifiers and sensitive
values. Any subset of items in a transaction could play the role of quasi-identifiers for
the remaining (sensitive) ones. Another fundamental difference is that transactions
have variable lengths and high dimensionality. To protect the privacy of transaction
data in such conditions, Terrovitis et al. [100] proposed the km-anonymity privacy
model:
Definition 6 (km-anonymity). Given a set of transactions T , no adversary who has
background knowledge of up to m items of a transaction can use these items to identify
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less than k transactions from T .
Intuitively, Definition 6 gives a constraint for protecting privacy of transaction data T
by ensuring that there is no set of m items (or any of its subsets) that are supported by
less than k transactions in T . For example, given transactions in Figure 2.9 (a), where
values in TID are used for illustration and not included in published data, shopping
items are bought by four individuals. Assuming that an adversary knows a maximum
of 2 items bought by an individual, they can easily identify transactions associated
with some individuals. For example, knowing someone has purchased {skim milk,
hard cheese}, an adversary can link t1 to this individual. Figure 2.9 (b) shows 22-
anonymous data where skim milk and choco milk are generalised to milk following an
ontology given in Figure 2.10. Now, there are at least two transactions that contain a
combination of any two items, and an adversary cannot identify anyone in the released
data by knowing a combination of any two items.
TID Shopping items
t1 {skim milk, hard cheese, soft cheese}
t2 {choco milk, hard cheese}
t3 {choco milk, hard cheese, soft cheese}
t4 {skim milk, choco milk, soft cheese}
(a) Original transaction
TID Shopping items
t˜1 {milk, hard cheese, soft cheese}
t˜2 {milk, hard cheese}
t˜3 {milk, hard cheese, soft cheese}
t˜4 {milk, soft cheese}
(b) km-anonymised transaction with k = 2 and
m = 2
Figure 2.9: 22-anonymity based on an ontology in Figure 2.10
However, km-anonymity [100] and other related works [113, 50, 18, 75, 81] have two
main limitations:
• Approaches do not support detailed privacy requirements enforcement. For ex-
ample, in km-anonymity, all possible combinations of m items are required to
be protected. In real applications, not all items need to be protected. Over-
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Figure 2.10: Ontology used to generalise transactions in Figure 2.9 (a)
protection could lead to unnecessary loss of data utility. It is desirable that a data
publisher can specify, in detail, how data is to be protected.
• Generalisation is dependent on a hierarchy [50, 106], which is not flexible enough
as a generalised item has to be a parent node of items that need to be protected.
For example, if we want to generate a generalised item that contains both skim
milk and hard cheese, all items in Figure 2.9 (a) have to be generalised to any.
In the following section, we will explain how these issues are addressed.
2.2.3 Constraint-based Anonymisation of Transactions
To ensure that transactions are not over-generalised, Loukides et al. [77] proposed a
constraint-based model for transaction protection. This allows a data publisher to spe-
cify two sets of constraints. In the following section, we first explain how information
loss is an important issue in protecting privacy and then explain how constraint-based
anonymisation can be used to address this problem.
Information Loss in Anonymising Data
The term information loss is used to indicate how much information is lost during the
generalisation and suppression of an anonymisation process. How information loss
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may be measured is a challenge [52, 42, 6, 90, 103, 14, 95, 14]. Broadly, the measure-
ment should be independent from any anonymisation method used to sanitise the data
because the data publisher may not know how the released data may be analysed by the
recipient. Askari et al. [6] argued that the utility of a dataset is a correlation between
its attributes. As a result, the data distribution is a good indicator of its usefulness.
For example, if an attribute of an original dataset has a uniform distribution, then the
anonymised data is considered to have less utility if it has a non-uniform distribution.
Based on this observation, Askari et al. proposed a utility measurement based on en-
tropy and argued that information loss is the amount of increase of entropy before and
after anonymisation.
COAT
Loukides et al. [77] proposed a constraint-based anonymisation method (COAT) to
reduce information loss that may have occurred in km-anonymisation. To protect a
set of transactions, COAT allows a data publisher to specify privacy constraints and
utility constraints. A privacy constraint defines a set of items that need to be protec-
ted. With a parameter k ≥ 2, any subset of a privacy constraint is required to have
at least k support or no support in the released data, for the constraint to be deemed
satisfied. Utility constraints define how an item may be generalised. For example,
given an original dataset in Figure 2.11 (a), Figure 2.11 (c) shows the result of an-
onymisation by COAT, where the privacy constraints are {{a,b},{e,f}} and the utility
constraints are {{b,d,g},{c,e,f}}. Comparing this result with an anonymised form,
using km-anonymity in Figure 2.11 (b), COAT made fewer modifications, because it
focused on specific items for protection, and therefore more utility is preserved after
anonymisation (i.e. there is less information loss).
COAT generalises items by set-based generalisation which replaces an item with a
set of items. Because COAT assumes that items are isolated literals, Figure 2.11 (c) is
assumed to be protected. However, in practice, an adversary may use a non-generalised




















(c) Anonymised data us-
ing COAT with k = 2
Figure 2.11: Comparison between km-anonymity and COAT
item (e.g. a in t1 or a, g in t2) to attack the generalised item (e.g. identifying if b, d or
both are original).
2.2.4 Attacking Sparse Data
Sparsity is one of the properties of transaction data (i.e. records do not often share the
same attribute values). Narayanan and Shmatikov proposed an attacking method [81]
based on this property (the work is further analysed in [32]). The attacking mechanism
is based on an observation that when data is sparse, an adversary, who has some random
knowledge about an individual, has a high chance of matching this knowledge with an
individual in the dataset. Their attacking framework has three components: scoring,
matching and selection.
Scoring measures the similarity between an adversary’s knowledge and a transaction,
in an anonymous dataset. Adversary knowledge is modelled as a vector v, where its
items are the known information about an individual. A released transaction is also
modelled as a vector r, where its items are anonymised items in the transaction. The




|supp(v) ∪ supp(r)| (2.1)
where Sim(vi, ri) is the similarity between ith attribute in vector v and r (0 if they
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are deemed to be similar and 1 if they are not), supp(v) and supp(r) are supports of
attributes in v and r (i.e. attributes have a value of 1).
Matching criterion is what the adversary will apply to the set of scores given by
scoring function to determine if there is a match between an adversary’s knowledge
and the anonymised data. Given a set of anonymised transactions T˜ , the adversary
computes the matching set M = {r ∈ T˜ : Sim(v, r) > α}, where α is a predefined
threshold, to determine if there is a match.
Record selection selects the “best” transaction. The result of this step identifies a
transaction which is most similar to the adversary’s knowledge. One simple approach
is to select a transaction r′ ∈M with the highest score.
Our work has a similar attacking framework which has two components: scoring and
matching (which we call elimination in our framework). However, each component
of our framework operates differently. Our scoring measures semantic relationships
among items in the released data, whereas Narayanan’s framework measures the sim-
ilarity between an adversary’s knowledge and the anonymised data.
2.3 Privacy in Statistical Data
In the previous sections, we considered one scenario in data publishing where data
containing personal information is to be published. In this section, we consider another
scenario where aggregated information about individuals is to be published. Such data
is often called statistical data [2]. Applying privacy protection methods, discussed in
the previous sections, to this type of data often leads to considerable information loss,
unnecessarily. For example, the following query returns 1 in the original dataset T in
Figure 2.12 (a):
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T WHERE Disease=“pneumonia” AND Age ≤ 30 AND
Zip code BETWEEN 10001 AND 20000
However, it returns 2 in anonymised form in Figure 2.12 (b).
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Age Sex Zip code Disease
23 M 11000 pneumonia
27 M 13000 dyspepsia
25 M 59000 dyspepsia
59 M 12000 pneumonia
61 F 54000 flu
65 F 25000 gastritis
65 F 25000 flu
70 F 30000 bronchitis
(a) Original data with QIDs are {Age,Sex,Zip
code} and SA is {Disease}
Age Sex Zip code Disease
[21,60] M [10001,60000] pneumonia
[21,60] M [10001,60000] dyspepsia
[21,60] M [10001,60000] dyspepsia
[21,60] M [10001,60000] pneumonia
[61,70] F [10001,60000] flu
[61,70] F [10001,60000] gastritis
[61,70] F [10001,60000] flu
[61,70] F [10001,60000] bronchitis
(b) 2-diverse version of data in Figure 2.12 (a)
Figure 2.12: An example of perturbed data
Compared with the methods discussed in the previous sections, this type of data pub-
lishing requires very different privacy methods and principles to ensure privacy of indi-
viduals, while preserving data utility for analysis. In the following sections, we discuss
typical attacking methods and privacy models in statistical data.
2.3.1 Perturbation Methods
Perturbation represents one common approach to privacy preserving data publishing
for statistical data. The approach is to protect privacy and, at the same time, preserve
statistical information (e.g. counting, mean, and standard deviation) by adding noise,
using various methods, into the released data: additive noise [1], multiplicative noise
[65], data swapping [31], data rotating [24], re-sampling [89], data shuffling [117],
etc. Compared with other anonymisation operations discussed earlier, one limitation
of the perturbation methods is that the published records are “synthetic”, in that they
do not correspond to the real-world entities represented by the original data. Below, we
discuss several commonly used perturbation methods that include additive noise and
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multiplicative noise.
Additive noise [1, 13, 4] is commonly used in perturbing statistical data. The general
idea is to replace original sensitive values x by:
y = x+ r (2.2)
where r is a random value drawn from a distribution. For example, Figure 2.13 shows
anonymised data that is protected by additive noise, where random values are added
into Age and Zip code values using two zero mean random vectors Rage and Rzipcode
Rage = {2,−3, 1, 2,−2, 1, 2,−3}
Rzipcode = {1000,−1000, 2000,−3000, 1000, 1000,−3000, 2000}
That is, each item in vector Rage and Rzipcode is added to each value of attribute Age
and Zip code, respectively. Now an adversary who knows QIDs about individuals,
cannot precisely query the disease of those individuals, yet statistical information of the
data is preserved and some aggregation queries can be answered accurately using the
perturbed data. For example, both the original in Figure 2.12 (a) and the anonymised
data in Figure 2.13 return 1 for the above query.
Age Sex Zip code Disease
25 M 12000 pneumonia
24 M 12000 dyspepsia
26 M 61000 dyspepsia
61 M 9000 pneumonia
59 F 55000 flu
66 F 26000 gastritis
67 F 22000 flu
67 F 32000 bronchitis
Figure 2.13: An example of perturbed data that is protected by additive noise
from original data in Figure 2.12 (a).
Although additive noise can be used to protect privacy in statistical data, this method
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does not preserve the relationship between attributes in the released data, leading to
poor accuracy in terms of the distance-based mining methods [67]. Multiplicative data
perturbation [65] is commonly used to address this issue. It replaces a value x by
y = m× x (2.3)
where m is a random value that is drawn from a distribution. Let M be a matrix that
contains noise values for perturbing the data, X is a matrix that contains the original
data which is to be perturbed by M (i.e. Y = MX). M is chosen with a certain prop-
erty such as if M is an orthogonal matrix, then the perturbation preserves Euclidean
distance between X and Y , exactly. That is, for any attribute values x1, x2 in X , their
corresponding attribute values y1, y2 in Y , the Euclidean distance between x1,x2 and
y1,y2, does not change, such as ||x1 − x2|| = ||y1 − y2||.
As Euclidean distance between attribute values is important for data mining, the per-
turbation that preserves this property allows many important data mining algorithms
(e.g. k-means [48]) to be applied to the perturbed data, with the results being similar
to, or exactly the same as, those produced using the original data.
2.3.2 Privacy Models
(c, t)-isolation
Isolation attack is a common attacking method on statistical data, where an adversary
has auxiliary information about an individual and uses this information to query data
in order to isolate the individual, even though the adversary does not have the exact
information about an individual. To prevent this attack, it is necessary to ensure that
any individual is difficult to isolate from others. Chawla et al. [21] proposed a privacy
principle, (c, t)-isolation to prevent an isolating attack that models each individual’s in-
formation as a data point in a space and ensures that in a small space area (specified by
parameter c), there are at least t data points. That is, for each individual’s information,
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at least t − 1 other individuals have “similar” information, making it is more difficult
to isolate one of them.
Definition 7 ((c, t)-isolation). Given a dataset T where items can be represented as
data points in a multidimensional space, let y ∈ T , and any point q such as their
distance be δ = ||y− q||. y is said to be (c, t)-isolated by q if there are less than t data
points (t ≥ 2) in an area that is specified by a “ball" of radius cδ (c ≥ 2) and centre
point q.
Intuitively, (c, t)-isolation considers the privacy of an individual, who has a data point
of q, as protected if there are at least t− 1 other individuals who have a data point near
to q with a distance no more than cδ, where δ is the distance between q with a given
data point in T and c is a constraint to specify the radius of the “ball” (note that c = 1
can always isolate one point and c < 1 cannot isolate any point).
-differential Privacy
An organisation may not release the whole data to a third party, but they allow third
parties to access their data through some restricted queries (e.g. aggregation query over
some fields in a database). In such a situation, Dwork claimed that it is impossible to
absolutely prevent disclosure due to the impossibility of adversary background know-
ledge prediction [64, 72].
For example, let Q1(x) be a query over data in Figure 2.12 (a) to count the number
of females who have flu and aged over x. Also, let Q2(x) be a query over data in
Figure 2.12 (a) to count the number of females who are aged over x. An adversary,
who has the knowledge that Mary is the youngest and is also present in the data, can
identify Mary’s disease by using Q1 and Q2 as follows:
• Q2(0) = 4, Q2(60) = 4 and Q2(61) = 3. With answers to three Q2s, the
adversary infers that the youngest female is 61 years old. Therefore, they learn
that Mary is 60 years old.
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• Q1(60) = 2, Q1(61) = 1. With answers to two Q1s, the adversary infers that
there is one female who is 60 years old and has flu. Therefore, they infer that
Mary has flu.
The key point of the above attack is that an adversary can try to use a set of quer-
ies to infer information about individuals. This problem is very different from those
discussed earlier. Here, privacy leakage is not from the data but from the releasing
mechanism (i.e. Q1 and Q2 functions). The privacy concern in this example is that
if an adversary knows Mary’s personal information, removing Mary’s record from the
dataset would not affect the output significantly. To achieve that, Dwork proposed a
robust privacy model [34], called differential privacy. Differential privacy ensures that
the removal or addition of a single record in a dataset does not “substantially” affect
the outcome of the dataset. The model is formally defined as follows:
Definition 8 (-differential privacy). A randomised function K gives -differential pri-
vacy if, for all data D1 and D2 differing in at most one element, and a set of possible
outputs S in the range of K:
Pr[K(D1) ∈ S] ≤ e × Pr[K(D2) ∈ S]
where  is a constant to ensure a small change of probability of outputs that could
be made by two datasets D1 and D2, which are different at most in one record (e.g.
removal or addition of one record).
2.4 Privacy in Text
Like other types of data, text data may also contain identifier and sensitive information.
Therefore, releasing text data (e.g. a patient discharge report or a legal document)
could violate privacy. Protecting privacy in text is more challenging because there
are semantic relationships among items which an adversary can use to infer additional
information.
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In this section, we discuss common privacy issues in text, including identity disclosure
and sensitive disclosure, and how semantic relationships among items affect the privacy
protection of text.
2.4.1 Scrubbing
One common assumption about relational and transaction data is that the released data
does not contain identifier information. This assumption is reasonable for such types
of data because they are structured or semi-structured (i.e. there are descriptors for
values of data), therefore, it is easy to automatically pinpoint identifier information
and remove it before releasing the data. However, this assumption is not reasonable in
text data as text is unstructured data (i.e. there is no descriptor for values) and identifier
information may exist among items in different forms, which are difficult to identify
and remove.
Scrubbing is used to locate and then replace identifier or sensitive information in text.
To specify some information that is to be protected, most scrubbing methods use a
predefined set of terms (e.g. HIPPA [19] defines 18 types of information that need to
be removed).
Sweeney [97] and Douglass et al. [33] used parsers with a predefined template to
replace terms such as name, address, and phone number. For example, Figure 2.14
gives an example of a template for parsing phone numbers where the right column
contains templates and the left column contains the terms deemed to be phone numbers,
according to the template. The limitation is that some information may not fit into any
template, thus it may not be possible to parse, such as disease name.
In the medical application domain, as medical terms are important for studying, Ber-
man [11] proposed a scrubbing method that is used to replace all personal information
by parsing the text, while leaving terms which are in the Unified Medical Language
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Phone numbers Templates
255 - 1423 ddd - dddd
(304) 255 1423 (ddd) ddd - dddd
304 / 255 - 1432 ddd / ddd - dddd
255 - 1000 ext 1423 ddd - dddd ext* d*
extension 1423 ext* d*
phone: 255 - 1423 {tel*, ph*} ddd - dddd
Figure 2.14: Sample template for parsing phone numbers [97]
System (UMLS)1.
As much work in the medical field is rule-based, several issues remain unsolved by this
approach such as word ambiguity (i.e. finding the meaning of a term) or considering
the semantics between terms in a text. In other words, it is necessary to consider the
meaning of terms in protecting privacy. To solve this problem, “tag-like” tools have
emerged to specify the roles (e.g. noun or adjective) of items in a text such as part-
of-speech (POS) [102]. However, POS still cannot address the semantics of a tagged
term (e.g. the meaning of the term still cannot be known). Ruch et al. [91, 92] adopted
MEDTAG - a framework to assign categories (e.g. disease name, disease symptoms,
name, and address) for the terms of a medical domain text. Based on semantic-tagged
terms, the authors also proposed rules to remove information that may violate privacy.
However, protecting text data by scrubbing is not sufficient because an adversary can
still identify an individual by unique combinations of the information left in the text.
Like in the case of relational and transaction data, both identity and sensitive informa-
tion may be disclosed as a result. In the next section, we will review another approach
which addresses this problem.
1UMLS is a database that contains more than 2 million medical terms.
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2.4.2 Transformation and Anonymisation
With relational and transaction data, generalisation has been shown to be a better ap-
proach than removing information, in terms of preserving utility while protecting pri-
vacy. On the other hand, scrubbing often uses dictionaries or statistical learning tech-
niques that may miss the detection of some identifiers. Thus, it is worth considering if
text data can be transformed so that generalisation may be applied. In [40, 41], Gardner
et al. proposed HIDE, a framework to anonymise text in three steps: (1) attributes are
extracted from text using a named entity recogniser [68]; (2) a person-centric identifier
is used to classify extracted attributes into QID and SA, and as a result, the text data is
transformed into relational data; and finally, (3) k-anonymity is adopted to anonymise
the relational data.
A limitation of HIDE is that it only seeks to protect extracted data (e.g. extracted
relation or transaction) and not the text itself. Therefore, only anonymised structured
data can be published, which limits its usefulness. Also, the HIDE framework extracts
items and protects them without considering the semantics of the terms. This may not
be sufficient as we have shown in Figure 1.5 in the Introduction.
2.4.3 Text Generalisation
Another alternative to protect privacy in text is to make the overall content more gen-
eral. A typical method of doing this is to identify terms (e.g. nouns and noun phrases)
and then generalise them in text by using an ontology such as WordNet2. Jiang et al.
proposed the t-plausibility [58] model for generalising text.
Definition 9 (t-Plausibility). Let d be a text that can be generalised to d˜ by replacing
terms in d from an ontology o. d˜ is t-plausible if at least t base texts (including d) can
2WordNet [80] is the largest lexical database for English. Its words - noun, verb, adjective and
adverb - are organised into an ontology where a parent node is a general form of child node. Because of
these properties, WordNet is popularly used in generalising text.
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A Sacramento resident purchased marijuana for the lumbar pain caused by liver cancer.
(a) Original text
A state capital resident purchased drug for the pain caused by carcinoma.
(b) Generalised text
(c) A sample ontology from WordNet
Figure 2.15: An example of text generalisation [58]
be generalised to d˜.
A base text is text that contains the most specific terms selected from an ontology. A
text is called t-plausibility when it associates with at least t base texts. The number of
associations is defined as the possible replacements of terms in the text. For example,
Figure 2.15 (a) contains a sample text that is to be generalised, where the bold terms
are the targeted nouns and noun phrases. Figure 2.15 (c) contains an ontology used
for generalisation. Terms in a child node can be generalised to its parent node. For
instance, Sacramento can be generalised to State capital. An integer number next
to each term indicates how many terms can be generalised to it. For instance, State
capital can be generalised from 4 other terms, Drug can be generalised from 6 other
terms (note that other sub-branches of Drug are not shown in Figure 2.15 (c)).
By using the ontology in Figure 2.15 (c), a text in Figure 2.15 (a) is generalised to
a text in Figure 2.15 (b) which satisfies t-plausibility with any t ≤ 96. t-plausibility
ensures that the original text cannot be uniquely identified because there are at least 96
possible texts which can be constructed, based on the ontology in Figure 2.15 (c).
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Cumby et al. [30] treat the protection problem as a multi-class classification prob-
lem by proposing the k-confusability privacy model. The model is very similar to
k-anonymity in relational data, in which each document is required to be classified
into at least k different topics, assuming that both sensitive and non-sensitive topics
are known, and each topic is defined as a set of related terms. A document matches
a topic when it contains all terms of the topic. The Cumby model ensures that given
a set of items X = {x1, ..., x|X|} in a document, the probability X is classified into a
sensitive topic s is:





Scrubbing, transformation-then-anonymisation and text generalisation are different, in
terms of how a data publisher wants an output to be based on the purpose of publishing
data. In scrubbing, terms are replaced by a code which may not have any meaning or be
completely removed from the text. In transformation-then-anonymisation, the output
is not text itself, but the algorithm generates an anonymous relational or transaction
data. In text generalisation, it generates a more general text than the original text.
However, the same issue remains in these approaches in that they do not consider
semantic relationships between the terms in the text. Therefore, an adversary can still
infer sensitive information, using the non-sensitive information. In the next section,
we will review some related works that take into account semantic relationships, while
anonymising text.
2.4.4 Context Awareness
Semantic relationships among the terms in text create a context. Protecting privacy in
text without considering its context may not guarantee privacy because an adversary
may use the context to narrow down their “guess”. We call this type of attack semantic
attack.
Chakaravarthy et al. [20] proposed a scheme, called ERASE, which detects sensitive
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elements using a database of entities (e.g. persons, products, and diseases). Each entity
in this database is associated with a certain context, which contains a set of terms
related to that entity. For example, the context of a disease could include symptoms,
treatments, etc. Using this information, their method detects terms to be sanitised
by looking for sensitive entities and their context in the database. Due to the cost
of manually compiling such a database, the method is mainly designed for domain-
specific application.
In [5], Anandan and Clifton argued that t-plausibility [58] is not practical to protect
sensitive information because the method generalises terms independently. In practice,
some sets of terms are more likely to appear together in a specific context. For ex-
ample, a context about a cancer disease is more likely to contain other terms such as
common symptoms of this disease. This means that when two terms are often used
together in the same context, generalising one but not the other is not useful, as an
adversary can use the non-generalised item to infer the generalised one. For example,
if IPhone and Apple are two terms in a context, t-plausibility may generalise IPhone
to smartphone. However, the term is not protected because an adversary still can eas-
ily infer this smartphone is IPhone. This work showed that learning the dependency
between terms in a document can improve privacy protection. However, this depend-
ency can be strong or weak, depending on different terms. The main contribution in
[5] is to propose a measurement to estimate how a term is dependent on another term,
measured by the relative information gain of the two terms [62].
Sánchez et al. [93] consider a similar problem. Their method measures the semantic
relationship between two terms by using point-wise mutual information (PMI) [12]




This chapter has reviewed some important privacy models for relational, transaction,
statistical and text data. In relational data, we mainly considered the privacy problem
under link attacks and how k-anonymity and its extensions protect privacy from link
attacks. In transaction data, we discussed how privacy models differ from k-anonymity
for relational data, including km-anonymity and constraint-based anonymisation. In
statistical data, we briefly discussed several typical perturbation methods and privacy
models such as (c, t)-isolation and -differential privacy. In text, we showed how the
privacy issue is different from privacy problems in other types of data, and we then
discussed how to protect privacy in text, taking into account semantic relationships
among items.
Although various contributions have been made in this research area, our work is
unique compared with the published works. Firstly, many de-anonymisation tech-
niques rely on an adversary’s background knowledge to attack the data, but we will
show that without their background knowledge, it is still possible to practically re-
construct original data from anonymised data. Secondly, our method considers the
relationships within information, and we use WWW to establish such relationships.




Set-based generalisation is one common approach to protecting privacy in transaction
and relational data. However, this method protects data syntactically, whereby items
are assumed to be contextless or even meaningless literals, and how they form a set to
replace (or generalise) an item in a particular context is insignificant.
In Chapter 1, we analysed privacy issues of set-based generalisation transaction data.
In this chapter, we propose an attacking framework, called semantic attack, and we
discuss one component of the framework, the scoring component. Our work is dif-
ferent from previous attacks in that we use semantic relationships between items in
the set-based generalised data to break protection, whereas other works assume that an
adversary has some knowledge about individuals [81].
3.1 Semantic Relationship
Measuring semantic relationship is important in our work as we use it to specify how
items are related in the context of a transaction. In this section, we first discuss two
common types of semantic relationship that may exist among the terms. For example,
string and cord are related in terms of sharing a similar concept, while iphone and
apple are related because they are meaningful in a specific context. We then discuss
how such relationships are used in our Semantic Attack.
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3.1.1 Ontology-based vs Corpus-based Approaches
There are two common approaches to measuring semantic relationship between items:
Ontology-based and Corpus-based.
Ontology-based Measurement
In the context of computer and natural language processing, an ontology defines a set
of representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge [47]. By
organising concepts (terms) of a domain in a hierarchical way and describing relation-
ships between terms using a small number of relational descriptors, an ontology sup-
plies a standardised vocabulary for representing entities in the domain. For example,
Figure 3.1 shows an ontology of cancer where higher nodes in the hierarchy are items
that have more general meanings and lower ones have more specific meanings, which
are subsumed by their parent nodes.
Ontology-based semantic measurement uses an ontology to specify the semantic rela-
tion between items based on the relative position of items in an ontology. For example,
items that have the same parent node (e.g. skin cancer and oral cancer in Figure 3.1)
are considered to be more related than the items having different parent nodes (e.g.
skin cancer and Hodgkin’s disease in Figure 3.1). In other words, the method defines
semantic similarity, in terms of how likely two items are deemed to have the same or
similar meaning.
This property of ontology is useful for protecting privacy, especially in generalisation.
An ontology can be adopted to generalise an item to a more general but semantically
equivalent item [118, 76, 35, 58]. The generalisation following this approach considers
the semantic relationship between items but does not take into account the context
within which the items appear.
Another problem is that although ontologies such as MeSH [53] and WordNet [80]
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Figure 3.1: A small branch WordNet’s ontology of “Cancer"
have a large number of entities1, they are not sufficient to cover all application domains.
This limitation makes it difficult to use an ontology-based method in an application
domain which is not fully specified. Manually constructing an ontology can be time-
consuming and difficult because it requires expert knowledge.
As items can have multiple senses/interpretations, an ontology may not be used to
specify the appropriate sense or interpretation effectively. For example, string and
cord may be considered to be closely related if they are perceived as a line-like object,
but if string is interpreted as a data type in programming language, then string is not
related to cord.
Corpus-based Measurement
Corpus-based similarity measurement is another approach to specifying the semantic
relationship between two items, in terms of how likely they are to be used together in
a particular context [118, 76, 35, 58, 57]. For example, lung cancer is considered to
be more related to pain coughing than to Hodgkin’s disease because lung cancer and
1MeSH [53] and WordNet [80] they are commonly used in the privacy research area. MeSH onto-
logies contain items that are present in the medical and health-care application domain, while WordNet
ontologies are for generic purposes
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pain coughing often appear together in patient discharge reports.
This type of semantic relationship between items is often measured based on the co-
occurrence of items in a particular context. Therefore, this approach requires a dataset
to determine co-occurrences. The larger the dataset is, the more precise the measure-
ment can be as items can be validated in many contexts.
Our Approach
Imagine a transaction about a patient that contains diseases and symptoms. To protect
against sensitive disclosure, symptoms are generalised by using set-based generalisa-
tion. However, an adversary can still identify some symptoms as they are common
symptoms of a specific disease in a transaction’s context. Note that diseases and symp-
toms do not have similar meanings, hence they may not appear in an ontology with the
same parent, but they can be closely related in a particular context. In our attack, we
consider this situation, and we argue that it is not necessary to have two items having a
similar meaning in order to attack the data, instead, corpus-based measurement is used
to identify if two items in a transaction are closely related because the frequency of
items used in similar context can help recover original items. In the next section, we
will explain in detail how we adopt Normalised Google Distance, a method to measure
similarity, based on the corpus-based approach, in our work.
3.1.2 Normalised Google Distance (NGD)
To sufficiently measure the semantic relationship between items, we adopt Normalised
Google Distance (NGD) for three reasons:
• NGD is developed according to the corpus-based approach, in which semantic
relationship between items is measured, based on how likely items are used in a
particular context.
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• NGD uses Google repository, which covers various application domains. As a
result, our method does not depend on a specific application domain and it does
not require much effort to manually construct a dataset for the measurement.
• Google search engine supports operators such as “AND" operator to search the
combination of terms which appear in the same document; this feature is useful
as it allows the relationship between two sets of items to be assessed.
NGD measures the relationship between items based on the estimated number of Web
pages or documents that contain the items from the Google repository, using the Google
Index Function:
Definition 10 (Google Indexing Function). A Google index function, f(x), returns the
approximate number of documents that contain item x in the Google repository.
For example, f(“HIV ”) = 48, 500, 000 as it is shown in Figure 3.2 that Google’s
search engine estimates that there are 48, 500, 000 Web pages or documents containing
HIV. This definition can also be extended to f(x, y), which returns the number of doc-
uments that contain both x and y, such as f(“HIV ”AND“Fever”) = 29, 200, 000,
which is the number of Web pages that contain both HIV and Fever.
Figure 3.2: An example of f(“HIV ”) by Google
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NGD is derived from information distance theory [10] and Kolmogorov Complex-
ity theory (K-complexity) [70]. Generally speaking, Kolmogorov Complexity theory
defines that K-complexity of a variable x (written as K(x)) is the shortest logic (meas-
ured in bits) that can be used by a programming language to explain variable x; and
in [10], authors showed that the semantic similarity between two terms x and y, given
their K-complexity, is computed by:
E(x, y) = K(x, y)−min{K(x), K(y)} (3.1)
where (K(x, y)) is the shortest length of a logic used to explain the combination of
variables x and y. In [27], Cilibrasi and Vitányi proved that the index function of
Google search engine f(x) (Definition 10) is approximately similar to K(x). From
that, authors proposed a measurement extended from Equation 3.1, called Normalised
Google Distance (NGD):
NGD(x, y) =
max{log(f(x)), log(f(y))} − log(f(x, y))
log(N)−min{log(f(x)), log(f(y))} (3.2)
where f(x) denotes the number of Google pages containing x, f(y) the number of
pages containing y, f(x, y) the number of pages containing both x and y, and log(N)−
min(log(f(x)), log(f(y))) is a normalising factor with N being the size of Google
repository. The range of NGD is between 0 and∞. The lower the NGD score is, the
more closely the two terms are considered to be semantically related. For example, we
have
NGD(paracetamol,HIV ) > NGD(paracetamol, Cold)
which suggests that in general Paracetamol is more likely to be associated with Cold
than with HIV. However, in some cases, NGD could be negative due to a conjunction
of two terms returning the number of indexed pages greater than that for a single term,
i.e. f (“a” AND “b”) > f (“a”). In such a scenario, we consider the result from the
Google index function to be “unreliable” and therefore its semantic distance is also
unreliable in deciding whether items are related or non-related. To avoid any wrong
elimination, our attacking strategies ignore any item that has negative distance values.
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Unlike methods that use local data to measure semantic relationships, NGD uses a
search engine to query the number of occurrences of items from their repository which
is expensive because it is often slow and only a limited number of queries is allowed
in a period of time (e.g. Google accepts around 1000 queries in an hour, otherwise
Google blocks the IP address and releases the information in the following few hours).
This limitation affects the performance of our attack in a very large scale dataset, and
could be addressed in future work.
3.2 Accuracy of NGD
Semantic relationships among terms are important in our work as we mainly rely on
these results to detect non-original items in anonymised transactions. While there are a
number of works (e.g. Li’s method [74] and Islam’s method [55]), which also provide
a corpus-based approach, we prefer NGD as it can perform in various application do-
mains. The aim of this section is to show that NGD is a reliable approach for specify-
ing semantic relationships between items. More specifically, we experimentally test
NGD’s accuracy with other related semantic measurement, using a well-established
benchmark.
3.2.1 The Method
Our method is to compare semantic relationships that are produced by various meas-
urement methods and human judgement. We use the correlation COV (X, Y ) =∑n
i=1(Xi−X¯)(Yi−Y¯ )
n−1 , where X and Y are the result of the measurement and estimation
made by humans, X¯ and Y¯ are means, and n is the number of pairs of terms in the
testing data. To compare this with human judgement, we use the benchmark in [84],
which is popularly used in the information retrieval community for comparing semantic
measurement methods. The benchmark contains 65 pairs of terms, whose semantic re-
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latedness is judged by 32 independent participants, as shown in the first column of
Table 3.1.
3.2.2 Results
Figure 3.3 compares semantic similarity between human judgement and NGD, Li’s
method [74] and Islam’s method [55]. The correlation between the methods and hu-
man judgement is shown in Table 3.1. Note that, to compare our approach with other
methods using a similar scale, we converted NGD to NGD’, which has a scale from 0
to 1 by 1 − NGD
MAX(NGD)
, where MAX(NGD) is the highest value in the dataset. The
higher the NGD’ score is, the more relationship there is between the terms it measures.
There is an important “point” at term ID 10. All terms below ID 10 are considered to
be unrelated and the ones above ID 10 are considered to be related. We can see from
the Table 3.1 that the correlation of NGD with human judgement is close to that of
Li’s method. However, using NGD would have an additional advantage as it does not
require the preparation of a corpus for deriving measurement.
As a conclusion, we see that NGD is a reliable approach to establishing if two terms
are related. Although NGD results do not precisely match human judgement, it can
still clearly suggest whether two items are related or not. More specifically, in the
comparison between NGD and human judgement in Figure 3.3, all items higher than
ID 10 have higher similarity than items below ID 10. We see that there are still errors in
the measurement, however, as these are small, the method is considered to be reliable
enough for our work.
3.3 Conceptual Framework
In this section, we present a general framework, as shown in Figure 3.4, for our se-
mantic attack. Our framework consists of a number of components, and we focus on
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between different semantic measurements
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Terms Human[84] NGD’ Li [74] Islam [55]
1. cord-smile 0.01 0.16 0.33 0.06
2. autograph-shore 0.02 0.23 0.29 0.11
3. asylum-fruit 0.05 0.14 0.21 0.07
4. boy-rooster 0.11 0.0 0.53 0.16
5. coast-forest 0.21 0.03 0.36 0.26
6. boy-sage 0.24 0.37 0.51 0.16
7. forest-graveyard 0.25 0.05 0.55 0.33
8. bird-woodland 0.31 0.12 0.33 0.12
9. hill-woodland 0.46 0.14 0.59 0.29
10. magician-oracle 0.65 0.29 0.44 0.2
11. oracle-sage 0.65 0.52 0.43 0.09
12. furnace-stove 0.78 0.49 0.72 0.3
13. magician-wizard 0.8 0.43 0.65 0.34
14. hill-mound 0.82 0.34 0.74 0.15
15. cord-string 0.85 0.88 0.68 0.49
16. glass-tumbler 0.86 0.41 0.65 0.28
17. serf-slave 0.87 0.51 0.49 0.32
18. grin-smile 0.87 0.59 0.39 0.44
19. journey-voyage 0.9 0.46 0.52 0.41
20. autograph-signature 0.9 0.7 0.55 0.19
21. coast-shore 0.9 0.83 0.76 0.47
22. forest-woodland 0.91 0.27 0.7 0.26
23. implement-tool 0.92 0.53 0.75 0.51
24. cock-rooster 0.92 0.24 1 0.94
25. boy-lad 0.96 0.74 0.66 0.6
26. cushion-pillow 0.96 0.5 0.66 0.29
27. cemetery-graveyard 0.97 0.73 0.73 0.51
28. automobile-car 0.98 0.88 0.64 0.52
29. gem-jewel 0.99 0.32 1 0.93
30. midday-noon 0.99 0.41 0.83 0.65
Correlation 0.72 0.72 0.64
Table 3.1: Comparing NGD with other methods
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the development of scoring and elimination in this thesis. We first present an overview
below and then describe each component in detail.
Figure 3.4: Conceptual Framework
We consider an input dataset to be a set of set-based generalisation transactions (e.g.
the data produced by COAT [77]). The transactions contain generalised items that
consist of both original items in a transaction, and non-original items that are added by
the anonymisation process.
3.3.1 Context Extraction
We formally define the context of a transaction as follows:
Definition 11 (Transaction Context). Given a generalised transaction T˜ , C ⊂ T˜ is a
context of T˜ , where any item ik ∈ C, 0 ≤ k ≤ |C| is trivially generalised.
Intuitively, the context of a transaction is a set that contains items that are not gener-
alised in an anonymisation process. In the case where T˜ does not contain any trivially
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generalised item, C = ∅, and we consider the transaction to be incapable of being at-
tacked using context. Note that a context is different from the concept of an application
domain. A set of transactions may be obtained from a single application domain, but
can contain many different contexts.
In the case where |C| is large, it requires a very expensive computation as our approach
analyses semantic relationships between generalised items with each context item of
a transaction. Furthermore, using many context items may give a wrong estimation
of semantic relationships if a transaction contains multiple contexts. For example, a
patient discharge report may contain multiple diseases in the patient’s history.
In our work, we consider a specific case where we try to extract context items of a
transaction that are suitable for a given generalised item. More specifically, we extract
the items in the context that “stayed close” to a given generalised item by the items’
positions in the dataset (we will explain in detail how we deal with this for each data-
set that we use in our experiment in Chapter 5). In that way, the extracted context
will be related to the generalised item and is useful in establishing their semantic rela-
tionship. For example, given a transaction 〈heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs,
injury), weakness, dizziness〉, we use heart disease and weakness as context items for
generalised items (bloodpressure, icd, limbs, injury).
3.3.2 Scoring
Scoring is the component that establishes relationships between items in a generalised
item and transaction context. For example, in Figure 1.5, to attack the generalised
item (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) (i.e. identifying non-original and original
items), the scoring component measures similarity between items in the generalised
item (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) and the items in the context heart disease,
weakness. We use a distance table to record the result of scoring. For example, Fig-
ure 3.6 is a distance table for the generalised item in Figure 1.5. We will explain the
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distance table in the next section.
3.3.3 Elimination
Elimination is the component that contains a set of criteria to eliminate non-original
items from a distance table, based on the scores. This corresponds to eliminating items
which are less related to the context of a transaction. Discussions on such strategies
will be given in Chapter 4.
3.4 Basic Denotations and Terminologies
Let I = {i1, ..., im} be a finite set of literals called items. A transaction T over I is a
set of items T = 〈a1, a2, . . . , ak〉, where each aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k is a distinct item in I. A
transaction dataset D = {T1, ..., Tn} is a set of transactions over I.
Definition 12 (Itemset and Support). Any subset I ⊆ I is called an itemset. An itemset
I is supported by transaction T if I ⊆ T . We use σ(I,D) to represent the number of
transactions in D that support I , and we call these transactions supporting transac-
tions of I in D.
For example, 〈gangrene, limbs, injury〉 is a transaction in Figure 1.3. 〈limbs, injury〉 is
an itemset and is supported by T3, and has the support of σ(〈limbs, injury〉,D) = 1.
T3 is its supporting transaction.
When the support for an itemset is low, i.e. the itemset appeared infrequently within a
transaction dataset, an attacker may use it to identify an individual with a high probabil-
ity of success. A popular approach to ensuring that such itemsets would not comprom-
ise privacy is set-based generalisation [77], where some individual items are replaced
by a set of items.
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Given the definition of set-based generalisation in Definition 1, we denote a general-
ised item by listing its items in brackets, e.g. (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) in
Figure 1.5, and we interpret a generalised item as representing any non-empty subset
of its member items, e.g. (blood pressure, injury) may represent blood pressure, injury
or both. Generalisation can help prevent identity disclosure as it increases the number
of transactions in the dataset that may be linked to an individual through a combination
of items [77]. For example, consider the mapping of item injury in Figure 1.3 to a gen-
eralised item (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury) in Figure 1.5. (Blood pressure, icd,
limbs, injury) is supported by 4 transactions in Figure 1.5, whereas injury is supported
by 1 transaction in Figure 1.3.
To protect transactions, we use COAT [77], which uses privacy constraints and utility
constraints, defined as follows:
Definition 13 (Privacy Constraint). Let I be an item domain of a transaction dataset.
A privacy constraint p is a non-empty set in I that is specified as potentially linkable
to an individual.
Definition 14 (Utility Constraint Set). Let I be an item domain of a transaction data-
set. A utility constraint u is a non-empty set in I where its sub-sets are possible gener-
alised items.
Intuitively, a privacy constraint defines a set of items that are need to be protected,
and a utility constraint defines how items may be generalised. To map an item from
I to I˜, the item is replaced by a set of items, which is called a generalised item. In a
generalised item, we call the item that is in the original transaction original item, and
an added item a non-original item. For example, T4 in Figure 1.5 shows a generalised
item (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), where blood pressure, icd and limbs are non-
original items and injury is an original item.
Various privacy models have been proposed and they require different privacy con-
straints to be satisfied by the released data [100, 77, 112, 43]. For the purpose of this
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paper, we use a simple, but commonly adopted privacy protection model, based on
support count.
Definition 15 (Protected Transactions). Let D˜ = {T˜1, T˜2, . . . , T˜n, } be a set of set-
generalised transactions, and p = (I, σmin) be a privacy constraint that requires an
itemset I to have a minimum support of σmin in D˜. D˜ is protected w.r.t. c if either
σ(I, D˜) ≥ σmin or σ(I, D˜) = 0.
Given a set of protected transactions w.r.t. a set of privacy constraints, we are interested
to see if any constraint may be “violated” by performing some semantic analysis on
the transactions. That is, we are interested to know if some items could be removed
from a generalised item, based on their semantic relationships with other items in a
transaction, thereby reducing the extent of generalisation and recovering some low
frequency itemsets from the published transactions.
For each generalised item, we select appropriate items as a context for attacking. We
denote C i˜T = {i1, ..., iw} as a set of items that represent the context of transaction T for
a generalised item i˜ (when i˜ is obvious, we simply use CT by omitting i˜ in a distance
table).
3.5 Scoring
3.5.1 Constructing Distance Table
In this section, we explain how a distance table may be constructed. As has been dis-
cussed, given a generalised item, our approach is to measure the semantic relationship
between each item iˆ in a generalised item and a selected context item set C, by NGD.
As C contains a number of context items, it is not straightforward to apply the meas-
urement described in Section 3.1.2 (i.e. NGD is described as a method to measure
the semantic relationship between two items). There are two possible approaches to
capture semantic relationships between iˆ and C:
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• Consider C as one item by using multiple AND operators to connect items in
C. However, this approach may not be accurate and may even be unnecessary
because iˆ is not necessarily related to all items in C.
• A more relevant solution is first to measure the semantic relationship between
iˆ and each item in C and then combine the results. As we are not sure which
context item is the most reliable, we consider all context items to be the same and






where |C| is the number of context items in C. That is, when multiple context
items are used, an average score between iˆ and its context set C is used as a
measure of how likely iˆ belongs to the transaction. For example, given
T˜ = 〈heart disease, (blood pressure, injury), weakness, dizziness〉,
the semantic relationship between blood pressure and its context
C = {heart disease,weakness} (here, we select two closest items as context
items) is measured by
dC,blood pressure =
NGD(heart disease,blood pressure)+NGD(weakness,blood pressure)
2
. Here, we as-
sume that an adversary knows which items are protected, so that they can select
appropriate context items to score relationships. In a later section, we will dis-
cuss how this assumption may be relaxed.
One requirement of the set-based generalisation is that generalised items form k-
equivalent groups. That is, each generalised item will appear at least k times within the
released transactions. This is to ensure that the probability of using generalised items
to link an individual to a transaction is no more than 1/k. Therefore, when attacking a
generalised item i˜ = (ˆi1, iˆ2, . . . , iˆs), we consider the whole equivalent group together
by performing NGD on each occurrence of i˜ in different transactions and record the
result in a distance table, as shown in Figure 3.5, where columns are items in the
generalised item, and rows are context items selected from each transaction in the
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equivalence group to attack the generalised item. Note that while the generalised item
i˜ is identical in every transaction within the equivalence group, the context items that
are selected and used to attack it need not be the same. In fact, each transaction is
different and contexts are likely to be different, thereby allowing the membership of iˆ
in i˜ to be discriminated in a given transaction.
iˆ1 ... iˆs
C1 dC1 ,ˆi1 ... dC1 ,ˆis
... ... ... ...
Ck dCk ,ˆi1 ... dCk ,ˆis
Figure 3.5: Distance Table
For example, applying our scoring function to the generalised item (blood pressure,
icd, limbs, injury) in Figure 1.5, we obtain the distance table in Figure 3.6 (to easily
distinguish the distance of original and non-original items, we use bold for distances of
original item). This generalised item contains 4 items and forms a 4-equivalent group,
therefore the distance table has 4 columns and 4 rows. The largest distance is 2.93
between icd and gangrene, suggesting that they are not as related as others are, hence
icd is likely to be an item introduced into T3 by the generalisation process, rather than
an original item in T3. Note that in this example, we used a single context item to
attack the generalised item. In general, any number of context items may be used if
they are available.
Note that sets of context C are selected for a specific generalised item. While each
transaction may contain more than one (different) generalised item, the selected context
need not be similar. For example, given generalised transaction
〈i1, (i2, i3), i4, i5, (i6, i7), i8, i9〉, the selected context for (i2, i3) could be C = {i1, i4},
while context items for (i6, i7) could be C = {i5, i8}.
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blood pressure icd limbs injury
C1 = {heart disease} 0.56 0.78 1.57 2.19
C2 = {anesthesia} 1.75 0.58 1.74 1.53
C3 = {gangrene} 2.60 2.93 1.78 1.49
C4 = {knee} 1.60 1.51 1.89 1.03
Figure 3.6: An Example Distance Table
3.5.2 Unknown Generalised Items
Semantic measurement performed in the previous section is based on an assumption
that an adversary knows which item is generalised, so that they can identify context
items to attack the data. One possibility is that a data owner may not release the data
with generalised items clearly marked. For example, a generalised transactions dataset
is more likely to be released as shown in Figure 3.7:
TID Items
1 heart disease, blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury, weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury, pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury
4 knee, blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury
Figure 3.7: Anonymised transactions with generalised items that are not clearly
marked.
As such, it is not immediately clear which items are in a generalised item and which
items are context ones. To differentiate them, we use the two following rules:
• Any item that appears in more than one transaction is considered as an item in a
generalised item.
• Any item that appears in only one transaction is considered as a context item.
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A limitation is that if a transaction contains more than one generalised item, then they
cannot be separated, based on these rules. Therefore, the constructed distance table
may be large, making the algorithms even more expensive. However, the rules can be
extended in various ways to solve this problem, based on how much information an
adversary may know about the anonymisation process. For example, it is reasonable
to assume that an adversary knows the parameter k that is used in COAT, or utility and
privacy constraints. By knowing k, it can be inferred that an item that appears in less
than k transactions is not in a generalised item. Or, by knowing a utility constraint set,
an adversary can separate generalised items if a transaction contains multiple general-
ised items as each generalised item is a possible mapping of one utility constraint.
To focus on the main purpose of this thesis, which is using semantic relationships
to attack set-based generalised data, we consider a situation where a data publisher
releases a dataset with generalised items clearly marked.
3.5.3 Relationship Among Items In A Generalised Item
There are two different semantic relationships that can be exploited by attackers. One
is the relationship between items with a transaction context that we discussed in the
previous section. In this section, we discuss the relationship between items in the same
generalised item and show why it is not useful for our attack.
Since we use COAT to demonstrate our attack, we also notice that COAT generalises
data in a specific logic, in which it replaces an item with a group of items to ensure
that it preserves the highest utility in anonymised data. The way an item is chosen
for generalisation is specified by a utility constraint and utility loss function (UL). A
utility constraint specifies all possible items that can be generalised, and UL specifies
one item that incurs the lowest utility losses. There are two possible ways that UL
measures utility loss: (1) the items with the most similar meaning will incur the least
utility loss; (2) the item that requires the least modification on the dataset incurs the
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least utility loss. Neither of these selection methods can guarantee protection against
semantic attack because they do not take into account the context of the data. This
means that although an added item is similar in meaning to the original item, it can
still be identified as a non-original item if it does not fit into the transaction context.
For this reason, using the relationship between items in a generalised item is not useful.
3.5.4 Semantic Relationships Among Data
Our technique is based on the semantic relationship among items in transactions sub-
ject to attack. However, this type of relationship may not exist in some datasets, in
some applications; for example, a supermarket store customer’s shopping items in a
shopping basket dataset, where each transaction records items that a customer has pur-
chased. Such datasets may not have the type of relationship that we consider in our
work; for example, a transaction 〈milk, (bread, bacon), cheese, medicine〉. It may be
inferred that bread is the most likely to be an original item since people often buy
bread, milk and cheese together. However, they may neither be related by semantic
relationship nor have similar meaning, but based on a pattern that may be mined in a
shopping basket dataset.
Attacking this type of dataset has been considered as part of knowledge hiding, which
we reviewed in Chapter 2. In our work, we consider a dataset where the semantic
relationships exist among items.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed semantic measurement approaches and explained why
NGD is used as a method for measuring semantic relationships in our work. We
also introduced our semantic attacking framework, which consists of two components:
scoring and elimination. Scoring measures the semantic relationship between items in
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a generalised item and context items, and these relationships are scored using NGD
and are represented in a distance table, which will then be used by the elimination
component to get rid of items which are considered to be non-original.
A limitation of this approach is that the measurement is expensive as NGD uses a
search engine to capture the number of Web pages that contain the keywords. Unlike
other methods that use local repositories, NGD could incur a long response time, mak-
ing it difficult to apply in a large dataset. However, in a real application, an adversary
can choose to attack a small number of equivalent groups that may contain information
about some people that the adversary is interested in. Therefore, this limitation may




In this chapter, we propose two types of elimination strategy. The first type is based on
a practical assumption that non-original items have a weaker semantic relationship with
a transaction’s context than original items have. This assumption is reasonable in cases
where items in a transaction create a distinct context, and added items from a different
context are more likely to have weaker semantic relationships to the context than other
items of the transaction. Following this type of strategy, we propose a Threshold-Based
Attack that eliminates items that have NGD higher than a particular threshold.
Beside semantic distance measured by NGD, represented in a distance table, in the
second type, we analyse how the presence or absence of an item affects other items
within a distance table. Following this type of strategy, we propose a heuristic attack
which includes Weight-Based, Grouping-Based and Redistribution-Based Attacks. A
weight-based attack exploits the relationship between items, in terms of how elimin-
ating an item may affect the other items. Grouping- and redistribution-based attacks
divide items into two clusters: one contains the items that are more likely to be non-
original, and another contains items that are more likely to be original. The approach
is based on relative distances between items in a distance table.
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4.1 Maximum Distance Attack (MDA)
Given k equivalent group, it is easy to see from the mechanism of set-based generalisa-
tion that there exists at least one item that does not belong to the original transaction.
So a conservative method is to consider the one most likely to be a non-original item
and eliminate it from the generalised item. We call this attacking technique Maximum
Distance Attack (MDA).
Given a distance table where each item in this table represents the semantic relationship
between an item and context items, the higher the value is, the less related the two items
are. Therefore, the item that has the highest NGD distance is the one that is considered
to be the most likely to be non-original. That is, if D is a set of items in a distance
table, the output of MDA is:
De = D \MAX(D = {d1, ..., d|D|}), if di > 0 where 1 ≤ i ≤ |D| (4.1)
where MAX(D) returns the item with the greatest value in D. Note that NGD may
return a negative value. The condition di > 0 is to ensure that we only eliminate
the ones that have semantic distance that is not negative. Applying this method to
Figure 3.6, we eliminate icd from T3, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.1.
blood pressure icd limbs injury
C1 = {heartdisease} 0.56 0.78 1.57 2.19
C2 = {anesthesia} 1.75 0.58 1.74 1.53
C3 = {gangrene} 2.60 - 1.78 1.49
C4 = {knee} 1.60 1.51 1.89 1.03
Figure 4.1: An Example MDA
The consequence of this attack gives a resultant set of transactions Figure 4.2. The data
is considered as not holding the privacy constraint defined in COAT. This means that
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TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 4.2: Transaction data after applying MDA
if an adversary knows an individual, who has had an icd operation, they can identify
an individual among three records in the attacked dataset. However, without additional
other knowledge, an adversary still cannot uniquely identify the record of an individual
based on this attacked result. Although MDA is not effective, its results are useful, in
terms of providing practical proof that using semantic relationship among items is a
good approach to identifying non-original items.
4.2 Threshold-based Attack (TBA)
MDA is very conservative in that it does not attempt to remove all possible non-original
items. Additionally, the mechanism of set-based generalisation replaces an original
item with a set of items, some of which contain non-original items. Given that mech-
anism, we observe that:
Observation 1. There is at least one original item in each row and column of a distance
table.
A more aggressive attack could consider all items with a distance above a certain
threshold to be non-original. That is, given a parameter δ and a distance table, we
perform the following, as long as d is not the last item left in a column or row in D:
De = D \
⋃
dij∈D,dij>δ
dij if Eri ≤ N r − 2, Ecj ≤ N c − 2, (4.2)
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where dij is a value in D at ith row and jth column, Eri and Ecj are the numbers of
eliminated items in ith row and jth column, respectively, and N r, N c are the number
of items in each row and column, respectively. Therefore, the condition to eliminate an
item is when there is at least 2 items left in both a row and its corresponding column.
This attack requires the specification of a suitable δ by the user. Alternatively, the




|D| where D = {d1, ..., d|D|} if di ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤, |D| (4.3)
where |D| is the number of items in D, and we only consider items in D that are not
negative as they are not reliable, in terms of deducing semantic relatedness.
blood pressure icd limbs injury
C1 = {heart disease} 0.56 0.78 1.57 -
C2 = {anesthesia} - 0.58 - 1.53
C3 = {gangrene} - - - 1.49
C4 = {knee} 1.60 1.51 - 1.03
Figure 4.3: Result of TBA
Applying TBA on the distance table given in Figure 3.6 gives the result shown in
Figure 4.3, and the transaction data following the attack is shown in Figure 4.4. The
released data now contains some unique combinations of items that can be used to
identify or narrow down possible records of an individual. For example, knowing
someone who has a blood pressure problem, an adversary can infer that the individual
is more likely to be associated with transaction T1 or T4 as this item is now only in
these two transactions.
The effectiveness of TBA relies on the density of a distance table, which is defined as
follows:
Definition 16 (Density). Given a distance table D, Do ⊂ D is a set of original items
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TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 4.4: Transaction data after applying TBA




For example, the density of the distance table in Figure 3.6 is 6
16
= 0.375. Intuitively,
the lower the density is, the more non-original items there are. In such a case, the aver-
age value of distances tends to be greater than original items, therefore, the elimination
is less likely to affect original items but effectively eliminate non-original ones. For
example, Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of distance values from the distance table
given in Figure 3.6, where crosses are non-original items and circles are original items.
As can be seen, several non-original items have much greater distance values than the
others, making average distance a suitable threshold for eliminating them.
Figure 4.5: Distribution of distance value in Figure 3.6
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4.3 Weight-based Attack (WBA)
In a high-density dataset, some of the original items have distances greater than the
average distance. These items will be eliminated when the TBA attack is applied. As it
is difficult to specify a suitable threshold to avoid wrong eliminations in this case, our
approach is to pull the items that are more likely to be original items below the average
threshold, by using the information available in the dataset. The aim of this is to make
the elimination less dependent on data density and increase the precision in a dataset
of high density.
Additionally, as set-based generalisation replaces an item by a set of items, which
consists of both non-original and original items, eliminating a non-original item from
a set-based generalised item will make the rest of the items in the generalised item
more likely to be original. We exploit this property of set-based generalisation and
propose an attacking method that takes into account the effect of eliminating items on
the rest of the items.
Based on this intuition, we propose a Weighted Distance Attack (WDA), which elim-
inates items from a distance table in iterations: one item is eliminated in each iteration,
then the remaining distances in the table are updated w.r.t. the item eliminated. This
continues until no more elimination can be performed.
So initially, we consider that each item has a similar chance of being an original item,
without considering semantic relationships. To specify this, we assign weights to items
in a distance table. If a row or column has m items left, the weight of each item in this
row or column is 1/m. The higher the weight of an item is, the greater is the chance
that the item is original.
Because the effect of an eliminated item is only on items in the same row or column, we
consider rows and columns separately and construct row weight and column weight,
as shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 (a) is a row weight table, and the values in the table
are weights which are distributed equally among items in the row. That is, the sum of
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the weights for the items in a row is equal to 1 (a column weight table in Figure 4.6 (b)
is similarly constructed). N c and N r are the number of rows and columns, while Eri
and Ecj are the number of eliminated items in i



























Figure 4.6: Weighting Tables
WBA is to use weights to revise the distances recorded in a distance table as follows:
Definition 17 (Weighted Distance). Let D be a distance table and αij ∈ D be the dis-
tance value at row i and column j inD. The weighted distance αwij for αij is calculated
by
αwij = αij × (1−
1
N r − Eri
)× (1− 1
N c − Ecj
) (4.4)
where N r and N c are the number of rows and columns in D, and Eri and Ecj are the
number of eliminated items in row i and column j, respectively.
αij is first revised by the row weights ( 1Nr−Eri ) and then by the column weights (
1
Nc−Ecj ).
The more items eliminated from a row (column), the more likely the remaining items
in the row (column) will be original, and revision given in Definition 17 reflects that.
The pseudocode of WBA is provided in Algorithm 4.1. The algorithm is a heuristic
process, in which the weighted distance table is revised after each elimination, until
there is no item satisfying the eliminating criterion.
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Algorithm 4.1: WBA(D,N r, N c)
Input: A distance table D with the number of rows N r and the number of columns
N c
Output: D with non-original items eliminated
1: Ec ← initialise
Ec is an array to store the number of eliminations in each column. The initialisa-
tion assigns 0 for each element in Ec.
2: Er ← initialise
Er is an array to store the number of eliminations in each row. The initialisation
assigns 0 for each element in Er.





5: mij ← max(Dw), if N r − Eri ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
6: while mij > δ do
7: Dij ← ∅
8: Eri ← Eri + 1
9: Ecj ← Ecj + 1
10: Dw ← Weighting(D,N r, N c, Er, Ec)
11: mij ← max(Dw), if N r − Eri ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
12: return D
We use Er and Ec, which are one-dimensional arrays, to store the number of elimina-
tions in rows (Er) and in columns (Ec). Steps 1 and 2 initialise these arrays by setting
0 for each element. Er and Ec are updated during the elimination process (from line
6 to 11), so that the algorithm does not need to scan the whole distance table every
time when calculating the weighted distance value. Step 3 calculates a weighted dis-
tance table Dw by using Algorithm 4.2. Basically, Algorithm 4.2 is a N r × N c loop
calculating the weighted distance for each item in D, based on Definition 17. Given
a weighted distance table Dw, we want to identify which item in Dw is not related to
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a transaction’s context by using a constant threshold δ that is calculated on the initial
scores in Dw. This is calculated in Step 4, based on the average of all items in Dw.
Step 5 gets the item mij with the greatest distance in Dw as long as mij is not the last
item in row i and column j. The elimination criterion is checked in Step 6 to see if the
selected item has a distance greater than δ. If it does, the score at indexes i, j is set to
empty at Step 7. The elimination counters Eri and E
c
j are then increased, and D
w and
mij are recalculated, based on the new D from Steps 8 to 11. The elimination process
is ended when the elimination criterion is not satisfied and the result is returned in Step
12.
Algorithm 4.2 shows how WBA performs weighting on a distance table D, according
to Definition 17.
Algorithm 4.2: Weighting(D,N r, N c, Er, Ec)
Input: A distance table D, the number of rows N r and columns N c, and the number
of eliminated items in each row Er and in each column Ec
Output: A weighted distance table Dw
1: Dw ← ∅
2: for i← 0 to N r do
3: for j ← 0 to N c do




Consider Figure 3.6 again. To start, we assign weights for each item in the row and
column weight tables, as shown in Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(b). The entries in
Figure 3.6 are then revised, using these two weight tables according to Definition 17 to
produce Figure 4.7(c).
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.32 0.44 0.88 1.23
C2 0.98 0.33 0.98 0.86
C3 1.46 1.65 1.00 0.84
C4 0.90 0.85 1.06 0.58
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.7: Initial Weight Tables and Weighted Distance Table
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The elimination of an item from Figure 4.7(c) is then carried out, based on the follow-
ing conditions: a) the item has the greatest distance in the table; b) the item is not the
last one in a row or column; and c) its distance is greater than the average distance in
the table. Note that in this case, the average threshold is calculated from the revised
table, i.e. δ = 0.90. icd in C3 satisfies these conditions, and hence is eliminated.
After icd is removed, the two weight tables are updated and the results are shown in
Figure 4.8(a) and Figure 4.8(b). These two tables are then used to revise Figure 3.6 to
give Figure 4.8 (c).
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.32 0.39 0.88 1.23
C2 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.86
C3 1.30 - 0.89 0.75
C4 0.90 0.76 1.06 0.58
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.8: The First Iteration in Weighted attack
The elimination process is carried on until the 4th iteration, at which point there are
no more items satisfying the threshold criterion. The result is shown in Figure 4.9.
Consequently, the attacked transactions are shown in Figure 4.10.
Although both TBA and WBA use the same criterion to eliminate items (i.e. average
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.25 0.35 0.70 -
C2 0.88 0.29 0.87 0.77
C3 - - 0.59 0.50
C4 0.71 0.67 - 0.46
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.9: The fourth (final) iteration with the WDA method
TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 4.10: Transaction data after applying the WBA method
threshold), WBA can avoid eliminating original items as the original items can be
pulled below the threshold values if the non-original items are correctly eliminated.
For example, considering Figure 4.7 (c), limbs in T3 has a distance greater than that
in T1 and T2, although it is original in T3 due to the context of T3 generating greater
distances for all items in the transaction. As the first elimination is icd, it makes limbs
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in T3 more likely to be original and pull down the semantic distance of limbs in T3,
which is shown in Figure 4.8 (c). Therefore, it is less likely to be eliminated in the
later iterations. Because of this mechanism, WBA is a better approach than TBA, in
terms of it being less dependent on data density and more effective than TBA when
data density is high.
We consider the performance of WBA in the worst case scenario, where WBA elimin-
ates items until there is only one item left in each row and column of a distance table. In
this case, the algorithm can perform maximum N r ×N c−MAX(N r, N c) number of
iterations. For instance, the previous example may take a maximum of 12 iterations. In
each iteration, the Weighting algorithm generates a weighted distance table from a dis-
tance table that recalculates each item in the table. This process costs N r×N c. There-
fore, the overall complexity of WBA isO((N r×N c−MAX(N r, N c))× (N r×N c))
or O((N r ×N c)2).
4.4 Grouping-based Attack (GBA)
NGD measures semantic relationship by the number of occurrences of items in WWW,
contributed by communities. If an item is less commonly used (a rare term), its NGD
with any other items will be higher than expected, even though they are closed related.
Because NGD scales from 0 to∞, it is difficult to specify a range of closely related and
non-related items. Those issues concerning NGD make it difficult to compare all items
in a distance table, fairly. For example, in considering the distance table in Figure 3.6,
distances between C3 for all terms are greater than others. One of the reasons for this
is that the term (e.g. gangrene) is less commonly used in WWW, which makes the
distance greater for all terms that it is measured with (e.g. blood pressure, icd, limbs,
injury). Therefore, considering values in a distance table equally will eliminate most
of the items in rows or columns that contain a rare term.
Furthermore, we consider a problem where the NGD of two pairs of termsNGD(A,B) =
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d1 and NGD(C,D) = d2, although d1 < d2, it does not mean that A is related to B
more than C is related to D. However, given that NGD(A,C) = d3, if d1 < d3,
it is more “reliable” to consider that A is related to B than to C because we have a
“common” base to compare it with (i.e. item A). This implies that the distances in a
distance table should not always be compared based on their absolute values.
To address the above problem, we attempt to divide a distance table into groups, where
each group contains distances that are comparable:
Definition 18. Two distances are comparable when they involve one common item.
That is, we consider the distance of two pairs of items that are comparable if they have
a common item which can be used to compare semantic relationships, relatively.
To apply this approach, we need to specify comparable distances in a distance table.
Formally, given a distance table D, as shown in Figure 3.5, and dij and dgh are two
distinct distances in D (i.e. dij is a distance of the pair of items at ith row and jth
column in D), dij and dgh are comparable distances if i = g or j = h. Intuitively, this
means that groups of comparable distances are items in the same row or column. For
example, given the distance table in Figure 3.6, we have 8 groups
g1 ={{blood pressure, heart disease}, {blood pressure, anesthesia}, {blood pressure,
gangrene}, {blood pressure, knee}}
g2 ={{icd, heart disease}, {icd, anesthesia}, {icd, gangrene}, {icd, knee}}
g3 ={{limbs, heart disease}, {limbs, anesthesia}, {limbs, gangrene}, {limbs, knee}}
g4 ={{injury, heart disease}, {injury, anesthesia}, {injury, gangrene}, {injury, knee}}
g5 ={{heart disease, blood pressure}, {heart disease, icd}, {heart disease, limbs},
{heart disease, injury}}
g6 ={{anesthesia, blood pressure}, {anesthesia, icd}, {anesthesia, limbs}, {anesthesia,
injury}}
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g7 ={{gangrene, blood pressure}, {gangrene, icd}, {gangrene, limbs}, {gangrene,
injury}}
g8 ={{knee, blood pressure}, {knee, icd}, {knee, limbs}, {knee, injury}}
The way that items are eliminated is similar to that in WBA, where the item with the
greatest distance in a group would be eliminated first. However, in GBA, not all dis-
tances are comparable, therefore, our strategy is to compare and eliminate items in
each group, separately. To effectively specify non-original items in groups, we con-
sider a group having two clusters, one contains lower distance items, which are more
likely to be original items, and another contains higher distance items, which are more
likely to be non-original items. They are classified by the largest distance between two
items, one from each cluster. We call the two clusters lower cluster and higher cluster,
respectively.
Definition 19 (Clusters). Given a group of distances Dc = {d1, d2, ..., d|Dc|}, where
d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ d|Dc|, let dmax be the greatest difference between two distances in Dc
such that dmax = MAX(di+1 − di), 0 < i < |Dc| − 1 and di > 0. dj ∈ Dc is in the
lower cluster if j ≤ i, otherwise it is in the higher cluster.
Note that this does not imply that the items in the cluster are definitely non-original
or original, but they have a greater chance of being so. We also introduce a group’s
vulnerability level, which indicates how likely it is for a group to contain a non-original
item.
Definition 20 (Vulnerability Level). Given a group of comparable distances Di, the




where 1 < dk ≤ |Di| (4.5)
whereDi contains distances in an ascending order, and the distance between the clusters
or vulnerability level is specified by the largest gap between two neighbouring items.
The denominator is the greatest distance in Di that is to scale the vulnerability level
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from 0 to 1, in which the higher the vulnerability level is, the more likely the group is
to contain a non-original item. For example, in Figure 4.7 (c), considering a group:
{{heart disease, blood pressure}, {heart disease, icd}, {heart disease, limbs}, {heart
disease, injury}}
where {heart disease, blood pressure} and {heart disease, icd} are in the lower cluster,
{heart disease, limbs} and {heart disease, injury} are in the higher cluster, and the
distance between the two clusters is specified by the distance between {heart disease,
icd} and {heart disease, limbs}, which is 0.44, and the vulnerability level of this group
is 0.44
1.23−0.32 = 0.48.
The idea behind using the vulnerability level is that when it is high, the distance
between the two clusters is relatively high. This means that the division between re-
lated and non-related pairs of items is more obvious. Attacking “obvious” groups first
will give us a lower rate of wrong eliminations.
Similar to previous attacks, a criterion is required to determine if an item is likely
to be non-original. We call this criterion Vulnerable Threshold. A distance table is
vulnerable when there is at least one item that can be eliminated based on this criterion,
which is defined as follows:
Definition 21 (Vulnerable Threshold). Given a weighted distance table Dw, a para-
meter δ, Dw is vulnerable when
δ < MAXDi∈DwV(Di)








where N r and N c are the number of rows and columns in Dw, respectively. N r + N c
is the number of comparable groups in Dw.
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Based on that, our attacking strategy is a heuristic process where each iteration elim-
inates an item in a group that has the highest vulnerability level, then it analyses the
effect that the eliminated item may cause to other groups. The process is continued
until a distance table is no longer vulnerable. The pseudocode of GBA is provided in
Algorithm 4.3. This algorithm is similar to WBA except for the way that we select mij
in Steps 5 and 11. In WBA, mij is selected as the greatest distance in a distance table,
while GBA selects mij , based on the greatest vulnerability level among groups w.r.t.
Formula 4.5. Note that in this algorithm, we use mij to denote the vulnerability level
of a group where i and j are the row and column, respectively, of the greatest distance
value of an item in this group, and the item must satisfy the condition N r − Eri ≥ 2,
N c − Ecj ≥ 2, which ensures that there are at least 2 items left in the row and column.
Algorithm 4.3: GBA(D,N r, N c)
Input: A distance table D with the number of rows N r and the number of columns
N c
Output: D with non-original items eliminated
1: Ec ← initialise
2: Er ← initialise
3: Dw ← Weighting(D,N r, N c, Er, Ec)




5: mij ← maxDk∈DwV(Dk), if N r − Eri ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
6: while δ < mij do
7: Dij ← ∅
8: Eri ← Eri + 1
9: Ecj ← Ecj + 1
10: Dw ← Weighting(D,N r, N c, Er, Ec)
11: mij ← maxDk∈DwV(Dk), if N r − Eri ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
12: return D
Applying a grouping attack to the weighted distance table in Figure 4.7 gives results
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in Figure 4.11, where the group for column icd is selected (because it has the highest
vulnerability level 0.80 and is higher than the vulnerability threshold, which is 0.45),
so it is eliminated from C3. After eliminating an item, the weight tables are updated in
the same way, as in the case of WBA.
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.32 0.39 0.88 1.23
C2 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.86
C3 1.30 - 0.89 0.75
C4 0.90 0.76 1.06 0.58
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.11: The First Iteration in Grouping attack
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Continuing the process, at the fifth iteration (Figure 4.12), the highest vulnerability
level is the blood pressure column, which is 0.41 - a value lower than the vulnerable
threshold. Therefore the attack is terminated and the resultant transaction data is shown
in Figure 4.13.
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.19 0.35 0.70 -
C2 - 0.19 - 0.51
C3 - - 0.59 0.50
C4 0.60 0.76 0.95 0.52
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.12: The Fifth (final) Iteration in Grouping attack
Comparing this result with that produced by WBA, the former had more identified non-
original items. Compared with TBA, GBA has made fewer eliminations. As we have
analysed in the previous sections, TBA is effective in a low-density dataset and less
effective in a high-density dataset, therefore GBA is expected to be a better approach
than WBA in general because it is less affected by dataset density and has a better
trade-off between the precision of elimination and the number of non-original items
that can be identified.
With regard to the methodology of eliminating non-original items, previous methods
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TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 4.13: Transaction data after applying GBA
consider absolute distances (e.g. a fixed threshold) to specify if an item is non-original
or not, whereas GBA uses the relative distance of items. We see that relative distance is
a better approach for this measurement to address the problem since items in a distance
table cannot always be fairly compared to each other.
Comparing the complexity of GBA with that of TBA, an additional task in GBA is
to classify items into clusters in each iteration. This process costs N r × N c because
it needs to read each item in a distance table. Therefore, the complexity of GBA is
O((N r ×N c−MAX(N r, N c))× (N r ×N c +N r ×N c)), where the first term is the
maximum number of iterations possible and the second term relates to the process in
each iteration. Overall, the complexity of GBA is O((N r ×N c)2), which is similar to
that of WBA.
4.5 Redistribution-based Attack (RBA)
With WBA and GBA, once an item is eliminated, we consider the effect of the elim-
inated item on the rest of the items to be equal. That is, we redistribute the weight of
the eliminated item to the rest of the items equally. This makes the rest of the items
less likely to be non-original items. In this section, we consider the case where when
an item is eliminated, not all items in a distance table are affected equally, but some
items become more likely to be original items and some items become more likely to
be non-original items.
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With GBA, after eliminating an item, the weight of any original item is equally divided
among the rest of the items in the group. This mechanism literally assumes that the rest
of the items in the group are equally likely to be an original item, and more importantly,
it scales down the overall distance of all items in the group, which makes it even harder
for the algorithm to detect non-original items.
Theorem 1. Given a comparable groupDi and weighted distances inDi being distrib-
uted equally among items, eliminating items in Di always decreases the vulnerability
level of Di.
Proof. The weighted distance calculation in Formula 4.4 shows that when the number
of eliminated items in a row or column increases, the weighted distance decreases
because the distance value and the number of rows N r and columns N c are fixed for
each distance table. Because weighted distance is always decreased when there is
an elimination, the vulnerability level will also decrease according to Formula 4.5.
This means that eliminating items in a comparable group will always decrease the
vulnerability level of this group.
The mechanism of always scaling down the vulnerability level of groups is not a prob-
lem. However, the weights that are redistributed in those methods are not realistic
because some items which are less likely to be original items should receive higher
weights than items which are likely to be original items. This difference is demon-
strated in Figure 4.14. In Figure 4.14 (a), the weight of an eliminated item is redis-
tributed to all items in the group, causing all distances to be reduced, and therefore the
vulnerability level reduces because the distance between the two clusters decreases.
While the vulnerability threshold is fixed, this mechanism makes some non-original
items even harder to detect as semantic distances of non-original and original items
are closer in later iterations. In Figure 4.14 (b), the distribution only affects the lower
cluster, and the items in this cluster are harder to be eliminated in later iterations be-
cause their distances decrease, while items in the higher cluster are not affected and
therefore they retain the same likelihood of being eliminated in later iterations.
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We argue that this “redistribution" favours the items in the lower cluster because items
in this cluster have a higher chance of being original items. Based on this observation,
the weight tables should be calculated in such a way that the redistribution of the weight
following the elimination of an item is divided between items in the lower cluster. We
call this attack Redistribution-based Attack (RBA).
(a) Redistributing the weight equally to all items in a
group
(b) Redistributing the weight equally to items in the
lower cluster
Figure 4.14: Different redistributions of weights after eliminating an item
The pseudocode of the method for redistributing the weights, called RWeighting, is
provided in Algorithm 4.4. The inputs include the distance table, weight tables of
columns and rows, and an index of an item at ith row and jth column of the distance
table that is eliminated. The aim of this algorithm is to distribute the weight of the
eliminated item to other items in the lower cluster.
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Algorithm 4.4: RWeighting(D,W r,W c, i, j)
Input: A distance table D, row and column weight tables W r, W c and indexes i and
j of the row and column that is affected by the elimination
Output: Updated weight tables W r and W c
1: Dr ← piri (D)
2: Dc ← picj(D)
3: for dxy ∈ low(Dr) do
4: W rxy ← W rxy +
W rij
|low(Dr)|
5: for dxy ∈ low(Dc) do
6: W cxy ← W cxy +
W rij
|low(Dc)|
7: return (W r,W c)
We use pir and pic to denote projection functions, which project a distance table to a
group by row and column index, respectively. For example, Dr = pir1(D) is the group
of items in the first row of the distance table. The low function returns items in the
lower cluster of a group following Definition 19. Steps 1 and 2 project the distance
table into groups Dr and Dc, which contain the eliminated item at ith row and jth
column. So the weights of items in these groups need to be adjusted. Step 3 loops each
item dxy (i.e. a distance value at row x and column y) in the lower cluster of Dr. Step
4 adjusts the weight value of dxy in the row weight table at the same row and column
index (i.e. row x and column y) by adding
W rij
|low(Dr)| to the current weight value, where
W rij is the weight of the eliminated item in the row weight table and |low(Dr)| is the
number of items in the lower cluster. As such, the weight is divided equally between
each item in the lower cluster. This process is similar for the column weight table from
Steps 5 to 6. Step 7 returns both weight tables.
The pseudocode of RBA is provided in Algorithm 4.5. The algorithm takes a distance
table as input and generates a distance table as an output, where items that are detected
as non-original are eliminated.
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Algorithm 4.5: RBA(D,N r, N c)
Input: A distance table D with the number of rows N r and the number of columns
N c
Output: An attacked result D
1: Dw ← Weighting(D,N r, N c, empty, empty)




3: (W r,W c)← initW (N r, N c)
4: mij ←MAXDk∈DwV(Dk) , if N r − Eri ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
5: while δ < mij do
6: Dij ← ∅
7: (W r,W c)← RWeighting(D,W r,W c, i, j)
8: for k ← 0 to N r do
9: Dwkj ← Dkj × (1−W rkj)× (1−W ckj)
10: for k ← 0 to N c do
11: Dwik ← Dik × (1−W rik)× (1−W cik)
12: mij ←MAXDk∈DwV(Dk), if N r − Er ≥ 2, N c − Ecj ≥ 2
13: return D
The general mechanism of RBA is to find a group in a weighted distance table Dw that
has the highest vulnerability level to attack. The attack is designed to eliminate the
highest distance item in the identified group. After eliminating an item, the algorithm
redistributes weights using Algorithm 4.4. The process is terminated when there is
no remaining group that has a vulnerability level higher than threshold δ. The main
difference between GBA and RBA is the way we redistribute weights; GBA equally
redistributes the weight of the eliminated item to all items in the group, while RBA
redistributes the weights of an eliminated item to all items in the lower cluster of a
group.
Step 1 generates a weighted distance table using the Weighting algorithm. Note that
in this algorithm, we do not keep track of the number of eliminated items in rows and
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columns, and therefore, we do not initialise Er and Ec, as we did in GBA. Instead,
we assign empty arrays to the Weighting algorithm. Step 2 generates a constant δ as a
threshold, which is the criterion for attacking a group in Dw. We use initW to denote
a function for generating the initial row and column weight tables in Step 3. It divides
weight values equally among all items in the table, as shown in Figure 4.6. Step 4
obtains a group that has the highest vulnerable level from Dw w.r.t. Formula 4.5 (see
Algorithm 4.3 for a detailed explanation of this step). Step 5 validates if the elimina-
tion criterion is satisfied. If so, it proceeds to elimination processing from Steps 6 to
14. Step 6 removes the item from the index and then recalculates new row and column
weight tables at Step 7, using Algorithm 4.4. Steps 8 and 9 recalculate weighted dis-
tance values for the row that is affected by the eliminated item. The process then makes
similar recalculations for the column, in Steps 10 to 11. Step 12 obtains the highest
vulnerable value for the next validation, and the elimination process is terminated when
mij is below the threshold and the result is returned in Step 13.
Consider again the example we used to illustrate GBA. Applying RBA to the distance
table in Figure 4.7 gives the same result in the first iteration, in which the group of
items in the column of icd is selected for attacking, and icd in C3 is eliminated as it has
the highest distance value in the group. Next, the weight of icd in C3 is redistributed to
the items in the icd column and C3 row. Specifically, at row C3 in Figure 4.15 (a), the
weight is distributed to limbs and injury, while blood pressure in C3, on the other hand,
does not receive any additional weight because it is in the higher cluster. In column
icd of Figure 4.15 (b), all items receive weight because they are all in the lower cluster,
with the only item in the higher cluster being at row C3, which is eliminated. A new
weight distance table is generated in Figure 4.15 (c).
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.32 0.39 0.88 1.23
C2 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.86
C3 1.46 - 0.83 0.70
C4 0.90 0.76 1.06 0.58
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.15: The First Iteration in Redistributing attack
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Continuing the same process in the next iteration, we have the result in Figure 4.16.
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pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.21 0.39 0.88 1.23
C2 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.86
C3 - - 0.67 0.56
C4 0.90 0.76 1.06 0.58
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.16: The Second Iteration in Redistributing attack
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After ten iterations, there is no group that has a vulnerability level higher than the
vulnerable threshold and the attack is therefore terminated.
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C2 - 1.0 - -
C3 - - 12
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C4 - - - 1.0
(a) Row Weights
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C2 - 12 - -
C3 - - 1.0 12
C4 - - - 12
(b) Column Weights
blood
pressure icd limbs injury
C1 0.0 0.2 - -
C2 - 0.0 - -
C3 - - 0.0 0.37
C4 - - - 0.0
(c) Weighted Table
Figure 4.17: The Tenth Iteration in Redistributing attack
The transactions following the attack are shown in Figure 4.18, where many unique
combinations of items exist, which can be used to link to individuals, representing real
potential to break anonymity.
TID Items
1 heart disease, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), weakness, dizziness
2 anesthesia, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury), pain, diabetes
3 gangrene, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
4 knee, (blood pressure, icd, limbs, injury)
Figure 4.18: Transaction data after applying RBA
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In WBA, the mechanism is mainly to pull down the distances of some items to avoid
eliminating original items wrongly, in the case of high-density data. However, the
method applies to all the items in a generalised item as it does not differentiate between
items which should or should not be eliminated. In GBA, we classify items into clusters
to indicate how likely items are to be original or non-original items although non-
original items are difficult to detect because the distances are getting closer in the later
iterations, due to weights being redistributed equally among all items. RBA combines
the advantages of both methods to allow it to detect non-original items more effectively
and avoid eliminating original items in a high-density dataset.
The main difference between RBA and GBA algorithms is in terms of the weighting
algorithm (i.e. GBA uses a Weighting algorithm 4.2 and RBA uses an RWeighting
algorithm 4.4). As these two weighting algorithms have a similar complexity O(N r ×
N c) because they generate weighted values for each item in a distance table, the overall
complexity of RBA is similar to that of GBA, which is O((N r ×N c)2).
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed various methods to attack transactions by exploiting the
relationship between items, established in Chapter 3, to eliminate non-original items:
• Maximum Distance Attack (MDA) is developed based on the observation that
there is always at least one item that is a non-original item in a distance table.
Therefore, the strategy is to find the item that is the most likely to be that one,
based on semantic distances. The method eliminates the item that has the greatest
semantic distance. This approach is not effective in terms of its conservative
nature, so that many non-original items can still be left in the transactions. How-
ever, as MDA only attempts to eliminate one item, it tends to get that one right,
hence it is practically useful in showing that using semantic relationships is a
relevant approach to eliminate a non-original item.
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• Threshold-based Attack (TBA) is developed to eliminate any item which has
semantic distance greater than the average distance of a distance table. Using
average distance as a threshold is effective in a low-density dataset, which con-
tains more non-original items than original ones. In such a case, the average
distance is above most original items, therefore, eliminating items above it will
avoid wrong elimination. However, the approach depends heavily on the data’s
density to be effective.
• Weight-based Attack (WBA) eliminates non-original items based on the obser-
vation that when an item is eliminated, the rest of the items in the row and column
are more likely to be original items. To achieve this, we set weights for items in a
distance table, and weights are redistributed to items in rows and columns when
an item is eliminated. The main role of weights is to pull some items, which are
likely to be original, below the threshold through iterations of eliminations. As
such, the items in the generalised item, where one is eliminated, become more
likely to be original. As their distances are pulled down following the elimina-
tion, the remaining items become harder to eliminate in the later iterations.
• Group-based Attack (GBA) and Redistribution-based Attack (RBA) solved two
important problems. Firstly, they use the relative distance between items for
identifying non-original items as using a threshold can be problematic, given the
difficulty in determining a suitable one. Secondly, the RBA method combines the
approaches of WBA and GBA. As a result, RBA can be used to improve over-
all results of the attack, in terms of removing more non-original items, thereby
depending less on data density.
In the next chapter, we will report on our experimental results and analyse the perform-




In this chapter, we evaluate our attacking methods, described in Chapter 4. We compare
the performance and effectiveness of different methods, in terms of the number of
eliminated non-original items and the precision of eliminations.
The chapter begins with a discussion on the datasets used in our experiments: AOL1,
I2B22 and GoArticle3. Each dataset has unique properties to ensure that our algorithms
are evaluated in a range of conditions. We then discuss the methodology used to com-
pare the effectiveness of our algorithms. Finally, we analyse the experiment results,
using recall and precision measures.
5.1 Dataset Preparation and Experiment Setup
Our experiments are conducted on three real datasets: AOL (queries from a search en-
gine), I2B2 (medical and health-care free text dataset) and GoArticle (manually con-
structed dataset of general free text articles). Table 5.1 summarises and compares the
following properties of the datasets:
1The AOL dataset contains 20M search queries from 650k users.
2Deidentified clinical records used in this research were provided by the i2b2 National Center for
Biomedical Computing funded by U54LM008748 and were originally prepared for the Shared Tasks for
Challenges in NLP for Clinical Data organized by Dr. Ozlem Uzuner, i2b2 and SUNY.
3GoArticles.com is a dual-curation layered resource with millions of quality articles and a member-
ship base exceeding several hundred thousand authors.
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• Data’s density is the ratio between non-original and original items in a gener-
alised item. These density levels are specified based on Definition 16. As the
density level can affect the effectiveness of our algorithms, we use both low- and
high-density datasets to evaluate our methods in these experiments.
• Type describes the format of the original datasets. Some datasets are not trans-
action data. In the data preparation step, we will discuss how we transform them
into transactions.
• Length of transaction is measured in terms of the number of terms extracted from
the original dataset to form a transaction.
• Quality of data indicates if data contains many typographical errors and abbre-
viations. The more of these contained in a dataset, the harder it is for terms to
be extracted, and they can also affect semantic distance measurement because
Google may not understand the terms.
• Domain: We evaluate our algorithm in both single and multiple domains, and
expect datasets that are from multiple domains to be easier to attack because an
item from one domain is more distinguishable from that from another domain.
• Finally, Semantic is an important property because we mainly base attacks on this
property of a dataset. The selected datasets are ensured to have this property, so
that the attack results reflect our hypothesis that we proposed in Chapter 1.
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Properties AOL I2B2 GoArticle

















Type Transactions Free text Free text
Quality There are typograph-
ical errors and abbrevi-
ations
There are typograph-
ical errors and abbrevi-
ations
There is almost no ty-
pographical error and
has less abbreviations
Domain Multiple Medical & healthcare Multiple
Semantic Search queries from a
user’s session are often
about a specific topic.
Therefore, items ex-
tracted from these quer-
ies are often related,
which are considered as
semantically related.
Each document of these datasets is about a par-
ticular topic. Therefore, extracted terms are
considered as semantically related as they are
used to discuss a topic in the document.
Table 5.1: Dataset properties
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Additionally, we do not distinguish between negative and positive sentences from text
in the original data. We only focus on items to anonymise and then attempt to de-
anonymise them. In some semantic-measuring algorithms, it matters whether singular
or plural terms are measured. However, it does not affect the semantic measurement




The medical and health-care domain is one of the most relevant application domains for
privacy protection. We choose the I2B2 dataset which is in this domain. I2B2 contains
630 free text documents which are about clinical data and patient discharge reports.
Each document is de-identified (i.e. identifiers are removed) and contains disease and
symptom information.
The main goal of our experiments is to anonymise transactions by set-based general-
isation and then attack it by means of our semantic attack. As the data is in free text
format, we take the following steps to prepare and transform the data into transactions:
• We focus on extracting the main part of documents and ignore other parts such
as headers and footers of the report which repeatedly appear in all documents
such as the ones in Figure 5.1. Therefore, in the first step, we manually filter out
those parts before extracting the content.
• A Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger) is a software system that reads text in
some language and assigns parts of speech to each word (and other tokens) such
as noun, verb, and adjective. To focus on extracting nouns and noun phrases,
we tag terms in the document in the second step. To achieve this, we use Stan-
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ford POS tagger which is open-source and provided by The Stanford Natural
Language Processing Group from Stanford University4.
• We only select nouns and noun phrases by following patterns that are tagged
in the second step: Noun + Noun, Adjective + Noun or Noun. At the end of
the third step, for each document, we have extracted items and put them into a
transaction.
• Finally, we remove any item that satisfies the following conditions: (1) the item
is a stop word; (2) the item is duplicated (we check singular and plural forms of
a term); (3) a noun already appears in another noun phrase (e.g. in Figure 5.2 (b)
“history” is removed because there is another term “long history” that has also
been extracted) because a noun phrase is considered to be more meaningful than
a noun, in many cases.
The documents in the dataset contain many typographical errors and abbreviations,
which can affect our results as Google may not recognise such terms, and therefore it
cannot return the correct number of indices for them. To avoid this problem, we do not
remove those typographical errors in extracted transactions as it is a time-consuming
task on a large dataset, but we do not attack generalised items that contain typograph-
ical errors (we have a few hundred generalised items to attack and therefore, it is easier
to manually control). However, we still use abbreviations because many common ab-
breviations can be understood by Google Search Engine. Figure 5.2 (a) shows an
example of the dataset after manually filtering out unnecessary information and Fig-
ure 5.2 (b) shows the extracted transaction.
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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(a) Headers of a document need to be filtered out
(b) Footers of a document need to be filtered out
Figure 5.1: Example of filtering part in I2B2 dataset
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HISTORY: Ms. Pizzo is a 63-year-old woman with peripheral vascular disease who re-
cently underwent revision of her left superior femoral artery anterior tibial bypass graft ,
who now presents with a cool , ischemic left foot. Mrs. Denman is a 63-year-old , insulin-
dependent diabetic with a long history of peripheral vascular disease as well as multiple
surgical procedures. She underwent a right transmetatarsal amputation in 1990 and sub-
sequently underwent a right femorla distal saphenous vein bypass graft in 1991 which was
later revised in 1992. She seems to be doing well with the left side until July of this year ,
at which time she underwent a left superficial femoral artery to anterior tibial artery bypass
using non-reversed basilic vein harvested from the right arm. She , however , had a large
great toe ulcer , possibly attributed to hammertoe , which subsequently underwent a left
great toe amputation performed on the 21 of October . After this time , she was discharged
to the Nut Hospital in Amore Pu , where she was making progress in physical therapy and
rehabilitation. On the day prior to admission , she was exercising with 4 pound weights on
her legs with the physical therapist when she described a cool sensation in her foot. She
reported that her foot had been blue , and there were no Dopplerable pulses. Color later
returned. The absence of pulses persisted over the course of the night , after which point
she was referred back to Largrine Medical Center for evaluation. She denies any significant
pain or any other complications.
(a) A sample of I2B2 text
ms. pizzo, 63-year-old woman, vascular disease, revision, femoral artery, tibial bypass,
graft, left foot, mrs. denman, long history, surgical procedure, transmetatarsal, amputa-
tion, right femorla, saphenous vein, by pass graft, left side, july, time, tibial artery, basilic
vein, right arm, great toe, ulcer, hammertoe, october, nut hospital, amore pu, progress,
physical therapy, rehabilitation, day, admission, pound, weight, leg, physical theparist, cool
sensation, dopplerable pulse, color, absence, course, night, point, largrine medical, cen-
ter, evaluation, significant pain, other complication, medical history, insulin-dependent dia-
bete, coronary artery, hypertension, cataract, mrsa, toe wound, september, surgical history,
debridement, toe amputation, largrine medical center.
(b) A sample of I2B2 extracted transaction
Figure 5.2: An example of I2B2 original text and extracted transaction
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AOL
The AOL dataset contains 20M search queries from 650k users. Each record has
user_id, timestamp of the search, the query which has one or more keywords, the url
that is clicked and the clicked rank. Although AOL is already in a transaction form, we
reformat the data and remove unnecessary information. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the data
in the original dataset and Figure 5.3 (b) shows transactions that we can obtain after
following the preparation steps:
• We first need to divide the dataset into transactions by user sessions. This means
that any query that is posed by a use_id (denoted as AnonID in Figure 5.3 (a))
will be put into one transaction. We also remove user_id, timestamp and clicked
url from the dataset. A keyword may be searched multiple times, but we only
count it once.
• We then tag items and only use nouns and noun phrases as we did in the I2B2
dataset. However, it is difficult to do this for the AOL dataset because search
queries are often short and they do not follow proper grammar. As we saw from
our experiments, the NGD of an item that contains more than two words is often
imprecise, so we consider a query as an item if the query contains two or fewer
words, otherwise, we use the POS tagger to tag words and extract items based
on patterns: Noun+Noun, Adjective+Noun or Noun.
• Similarly to the I2B2 dataset, we also apply several rules to avoid using du-
plicated items and remove items which are stop words (see the rules used in
preparing the I2B2 dataset).
A major reason for using AOL dataset is because the application domain of I2B2 is
about the medical domain only. In other applications, a dataset could be drawn from
multiple domains. In the AOL dataset, search queries are about various topics therefore
when generalising items, keywords from different domains may be grouped together5.
5This would help enhance privacy protection
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(a) A sample of AOL’s raw data
good wine, accent mark, body mass, index, por que, te va, sudden weight, loss, cancer.org,
chemotherapy, fertility, methotrexate, love, eid al, fitr, al fitr, crush
(b) A sample of AOL extracted transaction
Figure 5.3: An example of AOL’s raw data and extracted transaction
This may make added terms easier to be detected. Therefore, we expect this result to
be better for AOL than for I2B2.
GoArticle
AOL and I2B2 datasets have a similar property: the generalised items in both tend
to have a low density. In the previous chapters, we have explained that the density
of data can affect an attack result. Therefore, we construct another dataset which has
a higher density to evaluate our algorithms. GoArticle is a dataset that we manually
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constructed to evaluate our algorithm with dense transactions. The dataset is collected
from GoArticles.com on some specific topics, and we manually chose articles which
share many common keywords, and hence, in generalisation, fewer non-original items
are added into transactions.
GoArticle contains free text which is similar to the I2B2 dataset. Therefore, the process
to prepare and extract free text into transactions is similar to what we did for I2B2 (see
I2B2’s preparation steps for more details). Figure 5.4 (a) shows a sample raw document
and Figure 5.4 (b) shows an extracted transaction.
5.1.2 Experiment Setup
In this section, we give details of how we anonymise transactions by using set-based
generalisation. More specifically, we use COAT to anonymise the data with the fol-
lowing inputs and constraints:
• Privacy constraints are required input. Each constraint is a set of items that need
to be protected. This ensures that if an adversary has knowledge about an indi-
vidual which are items in a privacy constraint, they still cannot link the individual
to a record in the released transactions. In real applications, privacy constraints
could be manually constructed by a data owner. In our experiments, we randomly
pick 3-6 items from the transactions to form a privacy constraint. For efficiency,
these constraints are constructed as follows. We first randomly select a set of
3-item constraints. We then add one more random item to each 3-item constraint
to make a set of 4-item constraints. We then do the same for 5-item and 6-item
constraints. The reason for constructing our different sized constraints this way
is to minimise the effort required to measure item relationships: measuring NGD
involving 4-items constraints can re-use the result of measuring NGD of 3-item
constraints. This resulted in the number of generalised items for the experimental
data as shown in Table 5.2.
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(a) A sample of GoArticle’s raw text
prostate cancer, reproductive system, disease, male, detection, symptom, treatment, recov-
ery, prostate cell, healthy cell, part, body, bone, man, advanced stage, later stage, early
detection, spread, cancer cell, important prostate, cancer symptom, general pain, prostate
area, uncontrollable desire, difficulty, poor flow, urine, presence, blood, seman, burning sen-
sation, erectile dysfunction, inability, erection, painful ejaculation, frequent pain, stiffness,
upper thigh, hip, indication, course, action, proper diagnosis, doctor, specialist, series, test,
order, health, problem, several factor, risk, key factor, year, family history, key indicator,
close male, relative, addition, nationality, different risk, level, statistic, african-american,
european, least, asian, southeast portion, continent, unhealthy lifestyle, diet, substantial
change, chance, psa, specific antigen, process, small piece, microscope, test, x-ray, bone
scan, extent
(b) A sample of GoArticle extracted transaction
Figure 5.4: An example of GoArticle’s raw text and extracted transaction
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• COAT uses an input k to specify how much protection is required to satisfy
privacy constraints. That is, given a parameter k, COAT ensures that any subset
of items in each privacy constraint appears at least k times. Therefore, the higher
the k, the more non-original items may need to be added into transactions. In our
experiments, we evaluate with k from 3 to 6 to see how our algorithm performs
in low- and high-protection levels.
• Utility constraints specify how to replace an item in transactions. The basic idea
is that items in the same utility constraint should have similar meaning, so that
when used together, the generalised item is still meaningful. In our experiment,
for simplicity, we use all items in datasets as one utility constraint. More spe-
cific utility constraints may be specified, but substantial domain knowledge is
required. Also, from the privacy protection point of view, it is useful to have a
more “diverse” utility constraints, e.g. in the case of AOL dataset.
For example, given a set of privacy and utility constraints constructed as we have de-
scribed above and k = 4, COAT transforms transaction in Figure 5.4 (b) to a gen-
eralised transaction in Figure 5.5. Note that we have only shown one transaction in
this example, and a generalised item (e.g. (prostate cancer, unstable angina, depres-
sion, coronary artery) should also occur in at least other 3 transactions given k = 4.
For a generalised item, e.g. (important prostate, cough, osteomyelitis, chest pain),
we use the two closest non-generalised items to it as its context items, e.g. {cancer
cell, cancer symptom}. This will then allow a distance table to be constructed and
de-anonymisation to be performed.
Table 5.2 summarises the statistical information of the datasets we used in our exper-
iments. Extracted transaction is the number of transactions that are constructed from
the original data (e.g. Free text). Generalised Items is the number of generalised items
to be attacked. This number is relatively small compared with the real number of
generalised items in the dataset due to the expensive process of our experiments. For
example, in AOL with 127 generalised items and k = 4, there are about 2k items (i.e.
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(prostate cancer,unstable angina,depression, coronary artery), reproductive sys-
tem, disease, detection, symptom, treatment, (recovery,vomiting,fever,dry gan-
grene), prostate cell, healthy cell, part, body, bone, advanced stage, later stage,
early detection, spread, cancer cell, (important prostate,cough,osteomyelitis,chest
pain), cancer symptom, general pain, prostate area, uncontrollable desire, diffi-
culty, poor flow, urine, presence, (blood, liver biopsy,chest pain,ophthalmology),
seman, (burning sensation,syncope,gastric,sleep), erectile dysfunction, (inabil-
ity,motion,diet,unstable angina), erection, (icd placement,fusion,myocardial infarc-
tion,painful ejaculation), frequent pain, stiffness, upper thigh, hip, indication,
course, action, proper diagnosis, doctor, specialist, series, test, order, health, prob-
lem, several factor, risk, key factor, year, family history, key indicator, close
male, relative, addition, nationality, different risk, level, statistic, african-american,
european, least, (asian,man,male,women), southeast portion, continent, unhealthy
lifestyle, substantial change, chance, psa, specific antigen, process, small piece, mi-
croscope, test, x-ray, bone scan, extent
Figure 5.5: An example of anonymised Transaction in our experiment
127 × 16 because the data is sparse, each distance table may contain up to 16 items)
whose semantic relationships need to be measured. However, it may not be necessary
to attack all possible generalised items in a dataset, as revealing some original items
may be enough to re-identify some individuals.




Table 5.2: Number of attacked items in our experiments
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5.2 Evaluation Methods
We compare our proposed methods to a baseline method which performs a Random
Attack on generalised items. The baseline method essentially assumes that an adversary
has no information other than the released dataset, and they can only randomly guess
whether an item in a generalised item is an original one or not. The process is that
in each distance table, an adversary is assumed to have x attempts to eliminate items,
where x is drawn from a uniform distribution. On each elimination attempt, we also
perform a random decision regarding whether or not to eliminate an item.








We use F-score to measure the overall effectiveness of our methods:
F1 = 2× p× r
p+ r
which provides a better aggregation of recall and precision than a simple arithmetic
average.
5.3 Results and Discussions
This section evaluates various properties of our algorithms on three datasets. For each
dataset, we evaluate how precisely the algorithm can perform, in terms of correctly
eliminating non-original items and the number of non-original items that can be elim-
inated. We then consider the overall effectiveness of each algorithm and how one
compares with another. While some of our algorithms use the average distance as a
criterion (i.e. Threshold) to eliminate items, we also evaluate how these algorithms
perform under manually specified thresholds. We then evaluate how our measurement
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is affected in different ways by choosing affected context items. Finally, we compare
the time efficiency of the algorithms.
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5.3.1 AOL
Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained from testing our methods on the AOL dataset.
In this figure, we study the effectiveness of our algorithms, in terms of how accurately
they eliminate non-original items from anonymised data. k is a privacy constraint that
anonymised data must satisfy. Increasing k typically requires adding more items into
a generalised item. In terms of precision, increasing k has two possible effects on our
algorithms: (1) if non-original items (added items) are not related to the transaction’s
context, our algorithms are more effective because the ratio of the number of wrongly
eliminated items to the total number of eliminated items will be higher; (2) if non-
original items are related to a transaction’s context, it is harder to attack. However,
because COAT does not consider the transaction context when adding items, case (1) is
more likely to happen in our experiments. This effect turned out to be significant w.r.t.
the AOL dataset because its context is more diverse compared with other datasets.
Figure 5.6: Comparing precisions on the AOL dataset
It is easy to see that the overall precisions of the algorithms are higher than 80%, which
means that only a small number of items are wrongly eliminated. Compared with other
datasets, which we will analyse in the later sections, the precision of the AOL dataset
is better because of two main reasons: (1) AOL has low density, therefore, expectedly,
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the chance of eliminating the wrong item is low, even in a random attack (i.e. Random
attack has 70% precision); (2) AOL has distinct contexts, therefore adding items from
other contexts is relatively easier to identify.
Figure 5.7 shows the effectiveness of the algorithms, in terms of the number of non-
original items that can be eliminated. The more items that are correctly eliminated, the
higher the chance an adversary has of uniquely identifying an individual. Therefore,
the recall is important to justify whether data is secure or not.
Figure 5.7: Comparing recalls in AOL dataset
Although the levels of precision are very close to each other, their recalls are distin-
guishable. Specifically, GBA and RBA outperform other algorithms in which about
70% of non-original items can be eliminated. MDA gives a low recall because the
algorithm only eliminates the most likely non-original item. This also explains why
MDA has high precision in Figure 5.6. Therefore, MDA is only adept at demonstrat-
ing our idea of using the semantic relationship to attack the data, but it is less effective,
in terms of de-anonymising the data. Because Random Attack eliminates items by
a probability drawn from a uniform distribution, both precision and recall are based
on the dataset’s density. As the dataset has low density and Random Attack does not
attempt to eliminate all non-original items, its recall is also low.
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WBA and TBA have high precision in Figure 5.6, however, it is shown in Figure 5.7
that the methods are less effective because they can only eliminate a small number of
non-original items, compared with GBA and RBA. The main difference in GBA and
RBA is that these methods divide items into comparable groups, therefore, compar-
ing the semantic distance among items in a group is more precise. Since some first
eliminations affect the choice of later items for elimination, the grouping method helps
the algorithm detect correct items for elimination in early eliminations, therefore the
algorithm can detect more non-original items for eliminating in the overall result.
Figure 5.8: Comparing overall effectiveness in AOL dataset
Figure 5.8 shows the overall result of our algorithms in the AOL dataset. In comparing
our algorithms with those of Random Attack, the implication is that the semantic rela-
tionship among items is a good clue to use in identifying non-original items as Random
Attack does not consider semantic relationships. The low score results from MDA and
Random Attack are not useful or reliable, in terms of de-anonymising or re-identifying
individuals because the attacked data may not contain unique combinations of items
and therefore, it is difficult to uniquely identify individuals, or the data has many ori-
ginal items eliminated, and therefore, some combinations may link to non-existent or
wrong individuals.
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5.3.2 I2B2
There are two important properties that we want to evaluate with our datasets: data
density and domains (i.e. multiple or single domain). I2B2 and AOL have a similar
density, however, I2B2 focuses on the medical domain only, while AOL is about mul-
tiple domains. Our experiments in this section are to evaluate how the domain of a
dataset affects the effectiveness of our algorithms.
Figure 5.9 shows the results of the same algorithms and parameters as those used for
AOL on the I2B2 dataset. It is easy to see that the overall precision is lower than for the
AOL dataset. That is because when the data (e.g. AOL) has multiple domains, items
from different domains may be grouped in one generalised item. Therefore, an item
that is not relevant to a particular domain will have a greater semantic distance and is
easier to eliminate.
Figure 5.9: Comparing precisions with the I2B2 dataset
However, this property does not affect MDA because this method eliminates one most
likely non-original item, therefore the chance of eliminating a wrong one (i.e. an ori-
ginal item) is still very low in both datasets. As a result, the precision of MDA is still
the highest in the I2B2 dataset.
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Figure 5.10 compares the number of eliminated items made in our algorithms on the
I2B2 dataset. It is noticed that our algorithms have a lower recall for I2B2 than for
AOL, while Random Attack is consistent in both datasets. That is because Random
Attack is not based on semantic measurement, unlike other methods. Because semantic
distances in I2B2 are less distinguishable than those in AOL due to the single domain
in the I2B2 dataset, it is more difficult to identify non-original items, hence the recalls
are lower.
Figure 5.10: Comparing recalls in I2B2 dataset
The overall effectiveness of the algorithms is shown in Figure 5.11. Compared with
the AOL dataset, this result shows that the algorithms are more effective if the dataset
contains various topics. With a lower k, where fewer non-original items are added,
TBA is close to GBA and RBA, and outperforms WBA. With a higher k, more non-
original items are added, and GBA and RBA perform better because they can detect
more non-original items (demonstrated in Figure 5.10), although TBA has the similar
result. WBA has the lowest score among our algorithms (except for MDA) because the
method eliminates very few items due to the mechanism of distributing weights that
scales down all distances, following the elimination of items.
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Figure 5.11: Comparing overall effectiveness in I2B2 dataset
5.3.3 GoArticle
In this section, we focus on evaluating how data density affects our algorithms. We
use the GoArticle dataset which contains items from multiple domains and has density
higher than that of AOL and I2B2. Density in I2B2 and AOL is around 0.2-0.4 while
most of the generalised items in GoArticle have a density of 0.4-0.7. Based on our
analysis in the previous chapters, when density is high, the dataset may contain more
original items than non-original items, making the attack harder. Therefore, it is ex-
pected that our algorithm can detect fewer non-original items in the GoArticle datase
than AOL and I2B2.
Figure 5.12 shows the precision of the algorithms performance on the GoArticle data-
set. Because the weighting mechanism in WBA pulls distances below the average dis-
tance, this method has fewer eliminations than others and the precision is the highest.
Observing precision in Figure 5.12 and recall in Figure 5.13, the precision of TBA is
close to that of RBA and GBA. However, it eliminates fewer non-original items than
RBA and GBA. This indicates that TBA may eliminate more original items. This result
is expected because TBA uses the average threshold to eliminate items, and when most
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Figure 5.12: Comparing precisions in GoArticle dataset with sparsity 0.4-0.5
of the items are original, this average distance will be below many original items.
GBA and RBA also have low precision, like TBA, however, the main reason is because
these methods attempt to eliminate all possible non-original items (they have high re-
call in Figure 5.13) and therefore, some wrong elimination may occur as the data has
high density.
Figure 5.13: Comparing recalls in GoArticle dataset
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In AOL and I2B2, the precision and recall of Random Attack are not significantly
changed because the data has similar density as this method eliminates items in a ran-
dom manner, and its overall results are only based on the density of a dataset. Indeed,
in a GoArticle dataset, precision and recall of Random Attack are significantly changed
as its precision is lower and its recall is slightly higher, due to the data containing few
non-original items.
The overall result on GoArticle is shown in Figure 5.14. It turns out that the high-
density dataset has a slightly higher impact on the result of our algorithms than using
a single domain dataset has.
Figure 5.14: Comparing overall effectiveness in GoArticle dataset
5.3.4 Effectiveness of Thresholds
The WBA did not perform as well as the TBA, in terms of the overall F-score in our
experiments. This is a surprise, but we believe that this is mainly due to the character-
istics of the datasets used in the experiments. For AOL and I2B2 datasets, we observed
that a relatively large number of items were added into generalised items, because the
data was high dimensional and sparse. This resulted in the NGD scores for the original
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items being mostly below the average threshold. With the TBA, this gave a very good
recall (and F-score), as all items above the threshold were removed. The WBA, on
the other hand, is more conservative. Anytime an item is removed, it makes the rest
more likely to be original. Consequently, it eliminates fewer, and has a lower recall
and a higher precision. To verify this, we undertook further experiments to vary the
thresholds used in elimination. The result is shown in Figure 5.15, where the threshold
ratio varies in WBA and TBA.
Figure 5.15: Comparison of Effect of Threshold
As can be seen, when thresholds are set very low (i.e. anticipating that most of the
items are non-original), the WBA performed better. This is because, as the thresholds
lowered, more original items will have NGD scores that are above the threshold. They
will therefore be wrongly removed by the TBA, significantly reducing precision and
the F-score. The WBA, on the other hand, is able to use the “enlarged” range to remove
more non-original items, while maintaining relatively good precision due to its iterative
process of elimination. This results in a better overall F-score. When the thresholds
have increased to a point where they place most of the original scores below it, the
threshold method works better. Again, how to find an appropriate threshold needs to
be investigated further.
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5.3.5 Effect of Data Density
As the density of a dataset is one of the important properties that can affect the results
of our algorithms, this section studies the variation of the algorithms’ performance with
different density levels. To set up this experiment, we select subsets of documents in
previous datasets to have average density levels from 0.1 to 0.7.
In Figure 5.16, the algorithms’ precision is low when the density level is high. That
is because, when increasing the density level, less non-original items are added into
generalised transactions, and as our algorithms try to eliminate all possible non-original
items, their precision is decreased as a result of wrong eliminations.
Figure 5.16: Comparing Precision in Different Sparsity Levels
The precisions of the algorithms are easier to distinguish when increasing the density.
WBA’s precision was often higher than others because that method eliminates fewer
non-original items. TBA’s precision decreases faster than other methods as the elim-
ination’s criterion of TBA is only based on an average distance, and therefore, when
most of the items are original items, the average distance is below that of many ori-
ginal items, making the precision low due to many wrong eliminations. The precision
of GBA and RBA is slightly better than in the TBA method. However, overall, GBA
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and RBA are better, in terms of the method of detecting more non-original items than
others, as shown in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Comparing Recall in Different Sparsity Levels
Figure 5.18: Comparing F-score in Different Sparsity Levels
Figure 5.17 shows the recall of our algorithms. As we use average distance and av-
erage vulnerability level as criteria for eliminating items in our algorithm, the values
also scale according to distance values in a distance table. Therefore, recalls of the
algorithms are not significantly changed with increasing density.
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5.3.6 Time Efficiency
Figure 5.19 shows the time efficiency of our algorithms. As the complexity of our
algorithm is dependent on the size of the distance tables, the aim is to evaluate the
performance when varying distance table size. We use N r × N c to denote the size of
a distance table, where N r is the number of rows and N c is the number of columns.
Timing is the time needed to attack a dataset that is shown in Table 5.2.
Our methods were implemented in Java which has a garbage collection mechanism.
To ensure fair comparisons, we run each experiment 10 times and the timings reported
in Figure 5.19 is the average of 10 runs.
Figure 5.19: Performance of attacking algorithms
In Chapter 4, we showed that complexity isO(N r×N c) for TBA andO((N r×N c)2)
for WBA, GBA and RBA. Indeed, in our experiments, TBA timing grows linearly,
while WBA, GBA and RBA are grow exponentially. Times for GBA and RBA are
often higher than those of WBA although they have similar complexity. This is because
RBA and GBA cluster items need more time for this processing.
We do not include time for scoring (i.e. NGD) in this experiment as the process is very
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expensive and run remotely on Google servers. Therefore, it is mostly dependent on
Internet speed and external searching algorithms. In our experiment, it took more than
24 hours to run all these experiments (not counting the time when Google blocks the
IP address because of mass requests to the server, in a short period).
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated our algorithms, using three datasets that have distinct
properties. The AOL dataset contains items that are from multiple domains: the I2B2
contains items that are from a single domain; and GoArticle is a dataset that has a
higher density level than others. Based on these properties, we studied how many non-
original items can be eliminated (i.e. measured by recall) and the preciseness of the
algorithms (i.e. measured by precision).
This is significant from the privacy protection point of view. Any eliminated item is a
risk for privacy, as it may reduce the “cover” for the original data. That is, it may reduce
a dataset to containing combinations of items that occur less than k times. Although we
did not actually carry out a link attack on the de-anonymised transactions in this study,
our observation during the experiments showed a very high proportion of individuals
could be at risk of identification, especially with the AOL dataset.
As a conclusion, MDA gives a very high precision in all experiments. These results
show that using semantic relationships is reliable for eliminating non-original items.
TBA is a method that is effective at eliminating non-original items in a low density
dataset. Although the method may have some wrong eliminations, the attack result can
still practically be used to re-identify individuals in a real application as many non-
original items are eliminated. WBA often has high precision even in a high density
dataset, however, this method does not eliminate as many non-original items as TBA
does, making the overall effectiveness of WBA less than that of TBA. GBA and RBA
have a similar precision with other methods in most of the experiments, however, be-
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cause these two methods often have more non-original items eliminated from datasets,




This chapter summarises our contributions and discusses the possible future research
directions, based on our current work.
6.1 Research summary
Publishing data that contains personal and sensitive information is in great demand
by many organisations. Therefore, privacy is an important issue and needs to be ad-
dressed. To protect privacy, one common method that is broadly used is set-based
generalisation, because of its flexibility to anonymise data and that it can produce low
information-loss in anonymised data [77]. In this thesis, we have studied an important
property of the method, which is to determine how secure released data is, when it is
protected by set-based generalisation.
In Chapter 1, we analysed the privacy issue of set-based generalisation and saw that this
method can be used to protect privacy of data, however, it is based on the impractical
assumption that protecting items are considered as contextless or even meaningless
literals. Our hypothesis for attacking is that: set-based generalisation may not provide
adequate protection for transaction data and an adversary can infer original items based
on the semantic relationships that exist among the items in transactions.
In Chapter 2, we studied some common privacy models to see how privacy is protec-
ted and how it can be broken in different ways. Chapter 3 gives an overview of our
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attacking framework, which contains two main components:
• Scoring is used to establish the semantic relationship between items and a trans-
action’s context. As there are different ways to address this type of relationship,
in our work, we use Normalised Google Distance to measure how likely it is that
two items belong to the same context. Based on this measurement, we construct
the distance table for a generalised item to represent the semantic relationship
between each item and each transaction’s context.
• Elimination takes a distance table as an input and attempts to eliminate non-
original items from it. The result of this component produces a generalised item
that has some non-original items eliminated.
In Chapter 4, we have developed five elimination methods. Maximum Distance Attack
(MDA) attempts to eliminate only one item which has the greatest item distance, from
a distance table. As a result, this method achieves very high precision, which indicates
that most of the items eliminated by this approach are non-original items. However,
in a real application, this method is not appropriate for use to attack privacy as the
attacked data still contains many non-original items. With Threshold-based Attack
(TBA), we attempt to eliminate all possible non-original items, in which any item that
has semantic distance greater than a threshold is eliminated. TBA is developed based
on the assumption that when a dataset contains more non-original items than original
items, the average distance of all items in a distance table will be greater than most of
the original items. Therefore, using an average threshold can eliminate non-original
items whilst avoiding the elimination of original items. However, TBA depends on the
density of data, and therefore its attack result in a high density dataset may not be very
good, in that many original items may be eliminated.
We also exploit other properties of transactions and generalised items to improve the
effectiveness of our attacks. Specifically, with the Weight-based Attack (WBA), when
an item is eliminated, intuitively it suggests that the rest of the items in a generalised
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item are more likely to be original items. To model this relationship, WBA assigns
weights for items in a distance table and eliminates items in iterations. After elim-
inating an item in an iteration, this method then distributes its weight to other items.
Furthermore, we see that comparing distance with an absolute value (threshold value)
may be difficult because there are cases where the threshold is wrongly estimated. To
solve this problem, Grouping-based Attack (GBA) and Redistribution-based Attack
(RBA) attempt to classify items into two clusters: a cluster that is more likely to con-
tain non-original items, and a cluster that is more likely to contain original items, based
on the relative distance of the items.
Semantic Attack addresses a significant limitation of previous privacy models as it
does not rely on an adversary’s background knowledge about individuals. In our ex-
periments, this method can eliminate more than 85% of non-original items, with a pre-
cision higher than 70%. With a high ratio of removing non-original items, it shows that
the current privacy protection methods are not safe, in terms of protecting data privacy.
In practice, most of the dataset may contain semantic relationships between items, the
assumption that items are contextless or even meaningless literals being impractical.
6.2 Future work
Although this thesis has shown that our attacking methods can achieve good results,
the work can be extended in various directions:
• Improve Semantic Measurement. Since this research focuses on developing
elimination methods, investigating a more powerful and accurate scoring ap-
proach for Semantic Attack is still an avenue open to pursuit. The performance
of NGD is low and therefore, this method is difficult to apply, in the case of a
large-scale dataset.
The context of a transaction is essential to measure the semantic relationship
between an item and a transaction. In our work, we used close items as context
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items. When there are multiple context items available, we measure semantic
relationships with each context item and use the average result as a semantic
distance between an item and a transaction. The limitation of NGD prevents
us from specifying the semantic relationship of an item with multiple contexts
simultaneously. Addressing this problem may improve both performance and
the measuring of the semantic relationship between an item and a transaction,
more precisely.
• Data Types and Privacy Models. This thesis concentrates on set-based gener-
alisation which is commonly used to protect privacy in data publishing. Because
of this, we mainly deal with transaction data, which often contains items that are
semantically related to each other. In the case of this particular use, it is easy to
illustrate the usefulness of semantic attack. However, the attacking approach has
the potential to be applied to other types of data and privacy model.
• Attacking High Density Data. Our methods worked relatively better on datasets
that have low density. However, there are also a number of real datasets that have
high density, especially, when more specific utility constraints are used to group
data items together. Attacking a high density dataset needs to be addressed in the
future as our analysis and experiments in Figure 5.16 showed that with a density
level of 0.5 or above, more than half of TBA eliminations are incorrect.
Attacking high density data is difficult as when transactions have high density,
they contain many similar items, and therefore, they may have similar context as
well. Since our approach is based on the difference between attacking contexts,
attacking high density data may require a different approach.
• Measuring Confidence. Semantic attack uses approximately semantic relation-
ships among items. This means that when some items satisfy the elimination
criterion and are eliminated from transactions, it would be useful to establish the
confidence of how likely the eliminated decision is a correct one. Therefore, it is
useful to study the “confidence” of the attack [115].
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